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Appendix 2. Free text and additional comments 

 
2 If additional development land was required for Pembridge village would you prefer: Other (please 

specify):........................................................................................................................................ 2 

3 Do you feel Pembridge Parish is best suited to: Other (please specify): ............................................ 3 

4 Which of the following tenure types do you feel are needed or best suited to Pembridge Parish: Other 

(please specify): ............................................................................................................................ 3 

5 Which types of homes do you feel are needed or best suited to Pembridge Parish: Other (please 

specify):........................................................................................................................................ 3 

6 When considering new housing/development schemes which of these factors do you consider most 

important for Pembridge Parish: Other (please specify): .................................................................... 4 

7 Are these ‘styles’ of housing/development suited to our parish: Other: ............................................. 5 

10 If yes to the above question: What type of home would you like to build? Brief description of style, 

size and purpose ........................................................................................................................... 5 

12 Do you think any of these hamlets would be able to accommodate new homes? Other (please 

specify):........................................................................................................................................ 7 

13 If new homes were to be created in the hamlets of Pembridge Parish (above) which of these do you 

think would best suit the existing communities: Other: ...................................................................... 8 

Please leave any general comments regarding new housing in Pembridge Parish/Village here:............... 8 

14 Are there specific locations around Pembridge that you feel are important to safeguard and protect 

against development of any kind? Please state location and give a reason for protection .................... 10 

18 What is the nature of your business: Other (please specify):........................................................ 13 

20 What are the main obstacles preventing your expansion/diversification? Other (please specify): ...... 13 

22 What type of business would you like to establish in Pembridge Parish? ........................................ 13 

24 What are the main obstacles preventing you from establishing your business in Pembridge Parish? . 14 

26 Do you think any of these businesses/enterprises should be encouraged/supported in Pembridge 

Parish? Other (please specify): ...................................................................................................... 14 

27 Do you feel any of the following initiatives might encourage new businesses to locate to Pembridge 

parish? Other (please specify): ...................................................................................................... 15 

28 Are there any effects of existing or potential enterprise/industry that you feel need to be considered 

and or mitigated? Other (please specify): ....................................................................................... 15 

Please leave any general comments regarding Enterprise and the local economy here: ....................... 16 

31 Are there any landscape or heritage features/ buildings that you feel need specific protection in 

Pembridge Parish? Other (please specify): ...................................................................................... 17 

32 Which of these facilities and services do you value within Pembridge Parish Other (please specify): 18 

33 Are there any additional services/facilities you would like to see within the parish over the next 20 

years? Please specify ................................................................................................................... 18 

35 If No which facilities do you feel are needed .............................................................................. 21 

37 If No which facilities do you feel are needed? ............................................................................. 22 
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42 Do you have any other suggestions how traffic issues may be improved? ...................................... 23 

45 Do you feel Pembridge Parish needs infrastructure upgrades to the following Other (please specify):

 .................................................................................................................................................. 26 

Please leave any general comments about Features Facilities and Amenities here: ............................. 26 

48 Do you think tourists come to Pembridge Parish to enjoy Other (please specify): ........................... 28 

49 Do you think any of the following suggestions would help improve the appeal of Pembridge and the 

revenue spend of tourist whilst here? Other (please specify): ........................................................... 29 

Please leave any general comments about tourism here: ................................................................. 29 

What is your connection to the Parish? Other (please specify): ......................................................... 30 

If you moved to the parish what attracted you? .............................................................................. 30 

What do you like most about living in Pembridge Parish? ................................................................. 34 

What do you dislike most about living in Pembridge Parish? ............................................................. 38 

Are you ? Other ........................................................................................................................... 41 

How do you mainly travel (to work and leisure, retail, etc)? Other: ................................................... 41 

Would you like to join the Steering Committee responsible for the Pembridge Parish NDP? If so please 

contact the Parish Clerk or the Steering Group. ............................................................................... 42 

Any additional comments, suggestions and contributions from those under 18 years .......................... 42 

Additional comments for other questions ........................................................................................ 44 

 

 

 

 

2 If additional development land was required for Pembridge village would you prefer: 
Other (please specify): 
 

 Ref 
No. 

2a Other (please specify) 

2.1 10019 1. Potential sites should not destroy the amenity of the existing residents. 2 Potential sites for 
young families should be south of the A44 for safer access to the playgroup & school. 

2.2 8074 All the ticks but mainly "potential sites are judged upon individual merit" 

2.3 8038 Difficult to answer rigorously this question without a comprehensive map 

2.4 10073 Maybe redundant barns for conversion could provide housing potential. 

2.5 10071 Not all in one location - small schemes. 

2.6 1004 Restoration of neglected sites - housing. 

2.7 7045 Seems a bit low but depends on type of development written against not enough option  

2.8 10021 Should be inside the boundary 

2.9 10020 Should be within the existing boundary. 

2.10 7045 Sites that provide for live/work 

2.11 7014 Traffic is THE big problem 

2.12 10087 Use any plots within the village unless they are open space, add to the character, are playing 
fields etc. 
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3 Do you feel Pembridge Parish is best suited to: Other (please specify): 
 

 Ref 
No. 

3a Other (please specify) 

3.1 1020 A mixture of small schemes as individual or pairs. 

3.2 10020 A single development by the village hall. 

3.3 10073 Barn conversions could do this without grabbing up bare land. 

3.4 10087 Big projects not appropriate and are wholly profit led. Other villages have been spoilt with big 
suburban type estates. 

3.5 10083 Bungalows for over 60s 

3.6 10021 Development inside the village if necessary - do not feel there is a need. 

3.7 7009 I am treating your questionnaire as being for the parish as the questions are inconsistent with 
'village' 

3.8 7013 Note: Houses of various prices stay on the market for years. Need hamlets near places of 
employment 

3.9 8042 Pembridge village is a good size so to add housing to the actual village itself would not be wise 
as when does a village then become a town through population size! Building needs to be 
nearer to hamlets! 

3.10 8092 Small development in one location, companionship for new comers 

3.11 7014 Until the A44 is diverted there should be no more building. Things would be different after that 

3.12 8044 We should avoid anything that looks like an "estate" - I would prefer schemes smaller than 10 
units but it would depend on the detail and appearance 

 

4 Which of the following tenure types do you feel are needed or best suited to Pembridge 
Parish: Other (please specify): 
 

 Ref 
No. 

4a Other (please specify) 

4.1 10044 A mix of above. 

4.2 7053 A mix of intermediate housing + private 

4.3 8014 A mix of tenures is required, all in scale and in character to Pembridge 

4.4 10076 A mixture of above. 

4.5 8044 A variety of open market homes to suit ALL needs and budgets is my preference. Not "social" 
housing as this meets the needs of a minority 

4.6 7078 Affordable homes in which families can afford who have a mortgage & both parents work 
(children in school) 

4.7 8006 All the above 

4.8 8038 Community land trust development 

4.9 7008 Houses for younger people with local connections 

4.10 8042 I feel it should be a mixture of those types that I have ticked, therefore also covering those who 
need social housing 

4.11 10088 It should be a mixture of those I have ticked. 

4.12 1025 Mixture of the two 

4.13 10083 New homes for local young and retired. 

4.14 10028 No holiday or second homes please. 

4.15 7068 Retired peoples bungalows 

4.16 7014 There is hardly any work here so it isn't fair to bring people here who would be obliged to travel 

 

5 Which types of homes do you feel are needed or best suited to Pembridge Parish: Other 
(please specify): 
 

 Ref 
No. 

5a Other (please specify) 

5.1 10028 2/3 bedroom affordable ( not social ) housing for young couples/ families to buy. We need to 
encourage young to the village. 

5.2 10076 A mix of above. 
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5.3 10044 A mix of above. 

5.4 8038 A mix of those ticked above 

5.5 8044 A mixture is always good - but family sized gardens are hard to find in Pembridge 

5.6 10024 A mixture of most of the above would seem to be appropriate & manageable. 

5.7 10079 Affordable - not social/ subsidised for young people wanting a first step on the property ladder, 2 
or 3 bedrooms. 

5.8 8014 Again, a mix of types caters for all stages in life and pockets 

5.9 8006 All the above 

5.10 7014 Bungalows - just a few 

5.11 8009 Consideration for single people of all ages 

5.12 7004 Homes designed to meet needs of ageing population + small families 

5.13 1024 Houses that will attract young families to ensure existing facilities are sustainable and hopefully 
increase others (i.e. buses). 

5.14 7045 Housing mix needs to reflect local demand with a focus on providing housing for young local 
people, families and to support employment 

5.15 8042 I feel it should be a mixture of some of those I have ticked, therefore covering those in need of 
social housing 

5.16 10088 It should be a mixture of those I have ticked but none should be of a modern or contemporary 
design, they should fit with our oak framed houses. 

5.17 10007 Mixture. 

5.18 8042 Next to "homes that are 'exceptional'..." commented  "* not if they are modern in design as this 
area is not only conservation area but mainly oak framed listed homes/buildings" 

5.19 7078 No more social housing!! 

5.2 8012 Q5 * next to "Detached homes...", "Houses with workshops/...." and ""bungalows" written 
underneath "mixture of all 3" and arrow to "Bungalows" with "warden" written next to it 

5.21 8051 Q5 under "Homes that are 'exceptional'..." commented "why wouldn't they be this anyway?" 

5.22 8077 Self-build homes ok if time-limit for completion. Existing alms houses need to be upgraded to 
provide improved heating/plumbing/amenities 

5.23 8041 Sheltered accommodation for elderly only 

5.24 7017 Something that belongs to the C21st and not the C15th 

 

6 When considering new housing/development schemes which of these factors do you 
consider most important for Pembridge Parish: Other (please specify): 
Note: Anonymised comments are shown in italics 

 Ref 
No. 

6a Other (please specify) 

6.1 8002 Bit of a daft question, surely very few would not say "important" 

6.2 8077 Bus service too poor to consider reducing car journeys 

6.3 8051 Developments need to be looked at on individual basis, economy is important to allow houses to use 
cheap enough for first time buyers and must also be cheap to heat and keep warm. The new 
developments also need to be in keeping with existing buildings around it. 

6.4 8064 First time - low cost housing. For families to support school and local life! 

6.5 1004 Good quality houses which are solid, simple and fit in. 

6.6 1017 Good sized garden - room to grow food.  Avoid speculative schemes of big houses on tiny plots e.g. 
no more named company 

6.7 10071 Good/excellant design by local architects of construction companies. 

6.8 1018 Houses need to have reasonable sized gardens and not be crammed into small plots, which has been 
a conspicuous feature of recent speculative building locally. Named company in particular are guilty of 
this. 

6.9 7014 Houses that can help sustain existing facilities - what facilities 

6.10 7078 Houses which are not necessarily built by one company 

6.11 8038 Housing that encourages a wide social mix - and integration 

6.12 8044 Infrastructure can be improved to meet the demands of new housing and new housing sometimes 
pays for infrastructure upgrades. New housing can help provide new employment opportunities but 
this isn't the main reason for having new houses. Also need to consider the type of houses that might 
be popular or needed for those outside of the area. (Not just the people of Pembridge now as this is a 
long term plan) 

6.13 1016 It's important that land that is really only space for one does not end up with 2-3 houses on it. 

6.14 8058 Please note - planning officers should not have an opinion on style without VERY good reasons. It 
should be in keeping with the area but always windows of a good size allowed 
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6.15 10081 Schemes should not compromise the amenity of existing residents. 

6.16 10078 Sewage must be adequate. 

6.17 10024 We must not be afraid of change. 

 

7 Are these ‘styles’ of housing/development suited to our parish: Other: 
 

 Ref No. 7a Other 

7.1 8022 A mix of different styles 

7.2 10024 Again a combination which must not be solely based on what we already have. 

7.3 10087 Each scheme should be bespoke - not ubiquitous, mediocre, standardised, lets be brave and only 
accept the best! 

7.4 10089 Houses working people can afford. 

7.5 8074 I feel very strongly that a range of styles should be permitted with an emphasis on designs that 
represent the 21st century 

7.6 8038 I think its important that individual creativity is encouraged and harmony to local environment its sited 
upon 

7.7 8044 Important to have good proportions, detailing, right materials, ensure landscaping is good etc 

7.8 1018 Innovative materials should be used, but timber-framed designs must have good proportions ant not 
smack of pastiche. 

7.9 8090 Just build good houses 

7.10 8042 NB: This is a village of beautiful grade 2 listed buildings on the "black and white trail" and 
conservation area. No modern or contemporary buildings should be allowed to be built here!! 

7.11 1017 Not keen on modern pastiche 'historic' styles e.g. timber frame, unless to a very high visual standard. 

7.12 8077 Occasional contemporary design with modern materials may be appropriate (and exciting) in an 
individual house in the right location 

7.13 8058 Should be taken on individual cases but not on planners preference 

7.14 8086 Traditional design appearance from outside but innovative sustainability/carbon neutral on the inside 

7.15 7017 We must move on from the past in design but respect local materials + methods 

7.16 10058 We seem to have a varied mixture already! 

 

10 If yes to the above question: What type of home would you like to build? Brief 
description of style, size and purpose 
 

 Ref No. 10 If yes to the above question: What type of home would you like to build?<Br><Br>  Brief 
description of style, size and purpose 

10.1 8038 2 bedroom, eco-house, with live/work space 

10.2 10020 2 storey carbon neutral house - 4 bedrooms. 

10.3 8051 2/3 bedroom, garden, garage family house   (drawn a little picture or a house with 2 adult stick 
people and 2 children and a cat outside) 

10.4 7029 3 - 4 bed full zero carbon house. With off grid facility 

10.5 7077 3 - 4 bedroom, family home with reasonable sized garden. Would be happy to build in a style that 
'fit' with local architecture, rather than working in conflict 

10.6 8006 3 bed, carbon neutral, detached 

10.7 10028 3 bed, single storey eco/ home - single plot exemption. 

10.8 7052 3 bedroom detached timber framed building with live/work space 

10.9 7002 3 bedroom house to live in 

10.10 7009 3 bed-roomed bungalows 

10.11 10087 3 or 4 bedroom live work home, Barn style - a mix of traditional craftsmanship & modern design. 

10.12 10037 3/4 bedroom Border Oak type. 

10.13 8054 3/4 bedroom cottage with 1/2 acre garden a level site 

10.14 8022 3/4 bedroom timber frame/brick house ready for retirement 

10.15 10040 3/4 bedrooms, Border Oak type. 

10.16 10039 3/4 bedrooms, Border Oak type. 

10.17 10041 3/4 beds Border Oak type. 

10.18 1017 3-bed traditional style but sustainable/carbon neutral. Outbuilding for office/store garden for growing 
vegetables etc. 
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10.19 10071 4 bed Border Oak house maybe of modern & traditional with room for family and home office. 

10.20 7074 4 bedroom home. using traditional materials and styling but incorporating modern & 
environmentally sustainable schemes. e.g. PV panels - high insulation valued 

10.21 10026 4 Beds, Border Oak. 

10.22 7056 4/5 bedroom family, 'Border Oak' style home - a mixture of contemporary design, local vernacular 
detailing & materials 

10.23 7020 5 bedroom, detached, brick, oak 

10.24 7053 A 3/4 bed home with eco friendly technologies and out buildings/workshops for business use in a 
traditional style to fit in with the area - Border Oak? 

10.25 7021 A 4 - 5 bedroom family home using local materials and sustainable technologies 

10.26 7055 A four bedroom family home where I could also run my business from 

10.27 7036 A property using local materials 

10.28 7060 A unique mix of traditional and contemporary, providing good sustainability 

10.29 10072 Based on traditional timber frame but with a modern element & efficiency. 

10.30 7026 Border Oak 

10.31 8044 Border Oak barn style home approx 250-300 m squared (4 bedrooms) Eco house 

10.32 7041 Border Oak style 

10.33 8099 Border Oak style bungalow to enable son and his family ability to move back to his childhood home 
area 

10.34 8098 Border Oak style bungalow to enable son and his family ability to move back to his childhood home 
area to support us in ill health 

10.35 8077 Border Oak' style but with low maintenance, under-floor heating, discrete solar panels, lots of 
natural light and easily maintained 

10.36 10065 Border Oak style with disabled facilities on ground floor. Garage & enclosed garden. 

10.37 10025 Border Oak style, 3/4 beds, garage. easy access, totally enclosed by own garden. 

10.38 10027 Border Oak. 

10.39 8008 Bungalow   Traditional, two bedrooms 

10.40 10043 Bungalow 3 bedroom retirement. 

10.41 10007 Bungalow 3 bedroom, moderate size garden for retirement. 

10.42 10042 Bungalow, 3 bedrooms for retirement. 

10.43 10031 Bungalow/ Dormer Bungalow to meet our needs in later life, 2/3 bedrooms. 

10.44 7023 Carbon neutral green house 3 - 4 bed. 

10.45 8062 Contemporary   black and white 

10.46 10019 Contemporary design in natural materials, mainly wood. Low level retirement home . 'Eco' 

10.47 7064 Contemporary innovative home, individual in style 

10.48 7054 Cottage style 3 bedrooms 

10.49 7047 Depending on site position, either traditional or contemporary innovative / 3 beds 

10.50 8095 Design in line with local materials, styles and size to suit my family needs 

10.51 7001 Detached 3 bedroom house for the family 

10.52 10045 Detached bungalow. 

10.53 7076 Detached family home in traditional style using modern materials 

10.54 10082 Detached with small gardens. 

10.55 10080 Detached, traditional. 

10.56 10005 Detached. 

10.57 8056 Eco 

10.58 10008 Eco friendly  'Border Oak' bungalow, 3 beds. 

10.59 8088 Eco friendly house suitable for older/disabled couple, small garden, 2-3 beds 

10.60 8089 Eco friendly, 2 storeys, small garden 

10.61 8026 First time buyer property to rent out 

10.62 8003 Fitting in with current traditional housing, 2/3 beds with workshop/employment space    

10.63 8033 Green home suitable to retire 

10.64 10081 High quality contemporary design using natural sustainable resources such as wood, straw, plant 
fibres, wool etc. carbon neutral. Suitably designed for older people. 

10.65 10021 House for family - 4 bedroom. eco friendly. 

10.66 1004 House suitable to plot. 

10.67 8094 In line with existing properties 

10.68 8007 Innovative design but in-keeping with surroundings, sustainable and carbon neutral, 3-4 bedrooms 

10.69 10079 Innovative design. 

10.70 7032 Live/workspace, contemporary with oak style features 
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10.71 8031 Low maintenance retirement 

10.72 8083 Modern design incorporating glass 

10.73 7058 Modern, contemporary, hopefully not a 'green - oak' framed cottage - Pembridge has plenty of 
those already! 

10.74 8075 Modern, eco-friendly, 3 bed. Probably a bungalow 

10.75 8074 Modern, sustainable, Eco-friendly design; 2-3 bedroom; retirement bungalow 

10.76 10038 Modest eco friendly house. 

10.77 10024 No thoughts at present but if the opportunity arose not too many restrictions as to appearance. 

10.78 10069 Oak frame 4 bed. 

10.79 10022 Older style, stone or brick with character, 3/4 bedrooms for families or couples. 

10.80 8018 One that we could afford on land that we own 

10.81 7059 Probably 3 bed-roomed, elements of the local vernacular but ideally with striking contemporary 
aspects. Highly efficient insulation for minimal running costs 

10.82 8010 Retirement (2 pers and spare bedroom) Traditional; one storey; garden (small) garage 

10.83 10089 Self build. 

10.84 10090 Semi with small garden. 

10.85 7035 Single storey retirement home 

10.86 10073 Single storey retirement home. 

10.87 8027 Small house, starter home 

10.88 8041 Small size in keeping with existing property 

10.89 7017 Something that is a grace to the landscape and NOT a disgrace! Buildings that grow naturally from 
the beautiful Herefordshire landscape & belong where they stand 

10.90 1014 Striking design, innovative but still fitting within and enhancing local character. 

10.91 7081 subterranean eco build or Hoffhaus 

10.92 7030 Sustainable, eco friendly 

10.93 7078 Timber house (not mock Tudor design) 4 bedrooms. Family house. 

10.94 10055 Traditional 3/4 bed family home. 

10.95 10054 Traditional appearance with modern convenience. 

10.96 10032 Traditional Border Oak or Barn style, 3 or 4 bedrooms to live in with the family. 

10.97 10033 Traditional cottage style homes 3/4 bedroom for family use. 

10.98 7040 Traditional x contemporary, detached 3 bed 

10.99 1008a Traditional, detached, 3 bed 

10.100 7037 Two storey traditional type i.e. oak frame, maybe half timber type 

10.101 10016 Wood frame eco friendly house. 

 

12 Do you think any of these hamlets would be able to accommodate new homes? Other 
(please specify): 
 

 Ref 
No. 

12a Other (please specify) 

12.1 7024 A few! 

12.2 10024 As long as not too big and located appropriately. 

12.3 8029 As long as they are in very low density 

12.4 8014 Assuming they are also restricted to 12% over 20 years and in particular to match existing 
scale - character 

12.5 10078 Cabal. 

12.6 1017 Constrained by narrow roads, drainage, water pressure, broadband, etc. 

12.7 10073 Has to be small development. 

12.8 8010 If land were made available at a reasonable price, it should be considered 

12.9 10088 If those other hamlets can sustain extra homes then Yes. 

12.10 1018 Infrastructure very poor locally. 

12.11 10018 Lower Bearwood is not suitable for more housing because of the existence of chicken sheds. 

12.12 7081 Luntley, Lower Hardwick, The Leen/Old Station 

12.13 10071 Luntley? 

12.14 7036 Moorcourt 

12.15 7017 Moorcourt!! (planning restrictions are destroying us all). Nothing has really being built in these 
villages for a 100 years!! 
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12.16 7013 New hamlets including live/work properties near industrial developments 

12.17 8012 None of these hamlets at present. Roads and other infrastructure would need to be reviewed 
and updated first. 

12.18 8042 Not sure, but possible if within Pembridge Parish boundaries 

12.19 10020 Only small development - 1 or 2 houses. 

12.20 10021 Only small developments. 

12.21 8038 Staunton 

12.22 7020 Staunton on Arrow 

12.23 7025 With numbers restricted 

 

13 If new homes were to be created in the hamlets of Pembridge Parish (above) which of 
these do you think would best suit the existing communities: Other: 
 

 Ref 
No. 

13a Other 

13.1 8002 A broad inclusive of all approach 

13.2 10079 Affordable housing for young people/ families, but not necessarily social/ subsidized, - where will 
our children go ? 

13.3 7050 In parts 

13.4 10056 Infill. 

13.5 7017 No restriction, let people build nice things. Let a few architects onto the appropriate committees and 
produce good stuff for our age!! 

13.6 10018 None of these would suit the existing communities. 

13.7 7073 None should be built in these hamlets 

13.8 8003 Q13 crossed through "social/subsidised" 

13.9 1004 Restoration - imagination  Creation of 2 households within? 

13.10 1002 The first two headings apply very much to Pembridge village itself 

13.11 7045 The problem with building too much subsidised housing is that living without the main amenities of 
Pembridge make living more expensive so need to ensure the proposition is sustainable 

13.12 1017 Underlined 'local employment' and written "where?" 

 

 

Please leave any general comments regarding new housing in Pembridge Parish/Village 
here: 
Note: Anonymised comments are shown in italics 

 Ref 
No. 

13b Please leave any general comments regarding new housing in Pembridge Parish/Village here: 

13b.1 8042 A mixture of those I have said yes to above so as to cover those in need of housing. Also. 

13b.2 8050 Any new development should be restricted to providing low cost housing for local people 

13b.3 10011 Any new development should respect the fact that Pembridge is an historic black & white village. 

13b.4 8081 Any new houses should be within village, but only if suitable i.e. converted empty properties. The 
old carpet warehouse in middle of village could be converted into living accommodation and would 
be better use of what is at present an "eye sore"! 

13b.5 8096 Any proposal to build in isolated areas needs to consider impact on limited facilities ie drainage /run 
off, telecommunications, as well as 'infringement' on space/views. There is a need to develop low 
cost single accommodation/starter flats for the younger and older generation to remain living and 
growing within the community 

13b.6 7077 As a home owners in the village, we are keen to stay and maintain our existing links (school, family 
etc) but find it increasingly difficult to find suitably (affordably) priced housing to suit our needs, 
within the parish 

13b.7 8029 As long as they are in very low density 

13b.8 8069 Broxwood would not be viable as no main sewage exists 

13b.9 10021 Do not feel it is really needed - only the odd house in a sensible location. The village should not 
spread outside the existing boundary. 

13b.10 8032 Don't know 

13b.11 8038 Eco housing development that encourages local enterprise and reduces the carbon footprint of 
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residents should be a priority 

13b.12 7079 Expensive housing using French oak is not necessary 

13b.13 8083 Hamlets need to provide housing for families not just retired 

13b.14 8028 Have answered "no" to Q12 but would welcome new build if using redundant buildings or land that 
has been left derelict 

13b.15 8010 Healthy communities are mixed communities i.e. age, colour, creed and class and wealth. Housing 
should be able to accommodate all of the above 

13b.16 7073 Housing should be built where there are jobs, there aren't enough jobs locally for those already 
living in the surrounding areas. 

13b.17 10075 I am opposed to any further development in the village until 1. The A44 is rerouted. 2. The bus 
service is improved. 3. The return of the doctors surgery. 4. The sewage system is enlarged and 
updated. 

13b.18 7013 I don't trust the word "local" having heard of past experiences. Traffic congestion is already so bad 
that the south of the village is cut off from incoming traffic from the A44 at peak times. Water and 
drainage already a problem for some. Pembridge is full. 

13b.19 10038 I feel there is a great need for affordable homes for young families. 

13b.20 8074 I feel very strongly that a range of styles should be permitted with an emphasis on designs that 
represent the 21st century 

13b.21 10020 If more housing is really necessary keep it within the parish boundary. 

13b.22 10079 If young families are not encouraged to the village, we will eventually lose the school. We need to 
have housing which they can afford to buy. 

13b.23 7081 In keeping with existing buildings 

13b.24 7023 Interesting to see that the steering committee members have connections with named company so 
no doubt any 'inside information' will enable them to acquire any land that may become available 
therefore continuing to profit at the village's expense 

13b.25 1023 It would be appropriate if new housing allowed those with connection to the village by work or 
family to live close to their work or family before others who would like to join the community. 

13b.26 7055 Large developments have driven most of my generation out of Pembridge, houses that are sold 
under market value is a good option. Price is very important where the wages round here are low. 
Named company have built a good development in Presteigne that should be looked at. 

13b.27 8048 Mock Tudor (like Victorian Gothic) is the architectural equivalent of fancy dress and should be 
resisted 

13b.28 10065 Must have off road parking facilities. 

13b.29 10006 New developments, sensitively managed, bring in new blood and help to keep local people in their 
home area. They can boost economic developments and small businesses. 

13b.30 8044 New houses are needed not just for "local" people but also to encourage families to move to 
Pembridge. Hardly any new homes have been built and there are no self build plots available. New 
homes will support the school, shops, pubs etc etc. Small schemes are tried and tested in 
Pembridge and work well. 

13b.31 10019 New Housing should not destroy the setting of the listed buildings. 

13b.32 10081 New housing should not destroy the setting of the numerous listed buildings which are key to 
preserving the character & style of the village and its surroundings. 

13b.33 8002 New housing will be beneficial. I do not accept arguments re. local services being unable to cope 
because they will expand to meet the need through either political (i.e. council) initiative or market 
forces 

13b.34 7080 No more 'mock heritage' (Named company style) houses required 

13b.35 7078 No more social housing. Pembridge needs affordable housing for working families where the 
children are in the school and both parents work. Not London prices please. 

13b.36 8089 None! 

13b.37 1028 Not a lot of use building new homes when the doctors surgery is closing, and the bus service has 
been cut making it hard to hold a full time job if you have no transport. 

13b.38 7025 Pembridge as a whole will benefit from modest growth to support local amenities (transport, 
shopping, school, medical etc) 

13b.39 1004 Pembridge is a sane and happy place - it must not be changed too much - could be thoughtfully 
used as the most important issue too much new will destroy the character. 

13b.40 7014 Pembridge is not suitable for new housing due to the traffic. When, and if, that problem is solved, 
things could be reconsidered 

13b.41 8001 Pembridge Parish village has a unique character and is one of a small and diminishing number of 
truly well preserved villages; it has developed naturally over 1000 years and an immediately 
significant development and destroy its character and the business it generates from tourism 

13b.42 8100 Pembridge parish/village has a unique character and is one of a small and diminishing number of 
truly well-preserved villages; it has developed naturally over 1000 years and in immediate 
significant development may destroy its character and the business it generates from tourism. 

13b.43 7017 Planning legislation is making Herefordshire & all rural areas into museum pieces. Any interesting 
schemes are invariably treated with the comment (No)!! Society needs to progress and move on 
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unless it will die!! 

13b.44 10071 Please build more but not an estate. Make sure landowners pass benefit to village. 

13b.45 8070 Redundant buildings in the hamlets are often by their nature in countryside away from Pembridge 
main settlement and therefore not accessible. Employment/local services by transport other than a 
car and such by their nature would not be acceptable for planning without a policy review. 

13b.46 1002 See above e.g. the old carpet warehouse would be an ideal site. 

13b.47 8034 Small time with vernacular details should be allowed without making the villages "dormitory". 
Encourage all types of building workshops for home working 

13b.48 10088 There should be a mixture of those I have ticked, under no circumstances should permission be 
given for modern or contemporary homes/buildings to be built. This is a conservation area but also 
mainly listed black & white buildings. 

13b.49 8077 There should be a time-limit for completion and occupation imposed    Several houses being "done 
up" but remaining empty for years effectively reducing housing stock and to detriment of look of 
village 

13b.50 7009 To build in hamlets raises traffic issues & infrastructure problems. There is an industrial estate 
unused in Leominster where work units could be located 

13b.51 1018 Too many infrastructure problems - poor drainage, flooding, power cuts, low water pressure.  Bus 
service cut, and too much reliance and dependence on cars. On-street parking a NEED where 
there are no garages in older properties. 

13b.52 8003 Too many of the questions steer towards an assumption of certain development not enhancing 
current provision, its take up and repair 

13b.53 1017 Water pressure is low and inconsistent.  Frequent power cuts esp. in bad weather.  Surface water 
flooding is an issue. Drainage is bad - combined storm/foul sewer goes straight into the River 
Arrow.  It is not possible to live here without a car. Bus service recently reduced. 

13b.54 10024 We must not be afraid of change, not too many strict regulations. We should encourage a mixture 
of properties in appearance and occupants. 

13b.55 10087 We need family sized homes with family sized gardens to attract new families here and help 
existing families stay. Hardly any houses have been built for many years and now the pre-school 
and school are suffering. The new houses that have been built look good & fit in well and are full of 
young families. 

13b.56 10078 We need homes for farm workers & their families. 

 

14 Are there specific locations around Pembridge that you feel are important to safeguard 
and protect against development of any kind? Please state location and give a reason for 
protection 
Note: Anonymised comments are shown in italics 

 Ref 
No. 

14 Are there specific locations around Pembridge that you feel are important to safeguard and 
protect  against development of any kind? Please state location and give a reason for 
protection 

14.1 1017 1) Please pay particular regard to conserving the few remaining green spaces at the rear of 
houses or between them.  2) Please stop the named company habit of cramming too many 
expensive big houses into tiny plots with no garden. 

14.2 8029 20-30 homes (including conversions etc) should be able to be all accommodated over a 20 
year period while safeguarding the area as a whole 

14.3 8080 All areas on the edge of village need safeguarding to preserve the ethos, village structure and 
ensure village does not 'outgrow' its facilities 

14.4 8061 All 'green' areas - use brown areas only 

14.5 10021 All open spaces around the village. Pembridge is a good size already. Roads cannot support 
more traffic. 

14.6 10008 All present green land. There is no reason for Pembridge to expand beyond its present 
boundaries no pressure for housing exists. 

14.7 10019 All the land down to the curl brook behind the houses north of West Street.  To retain the 
setting of the listed buildings and to enable residents & tourists to enjoy the remarkable view of 
the Arrow Valley from the Radnorshire Hills to Clee Hill. 

14.8 8077 Ancient burgage plots. These provide visual open spaces and are part of the medieval fabric. 
Development would destroy them forever. Also difficult due to access from A44 

14.9 10020 Any adjoining Burage Plots - Heritage. Any land with access onto Bridge Street as too much 
traffic already comes onto the junction by the shop. 

14.10 10056 Any further building outside the existing greenbelt. 

14.11 10060 Anywhere overlooking the rear of existing houses. 

14.12 7023 Areas along the river, market hall, church and bell tower 

14.13 7033 Areas around church, shops, school 
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14.14 7032 Areas away from A44 close to school, village hall as traffic is already excessive here 

14.15 8024 Areas of conservation 

14.16 7005 Areas with historical buildings 

14.17 1021 Around church - open space for peace and quiet.  Village green - open space. 

14.18 7066 Around Long Meadow & River Arrow 

14.19 7002 Around the church and behind Court House Farm 

14.20 7078 Around the Court Farm. Mere ditch. Long Meadow 

14.21 1004 Bearwood Lane - Broxwood (self interest) 

14.22 7009 Burgage plots; village green: conservation area 

14.23 7017 By all means the control medieval heart of Pembridge. The rest of it could do with a move on! 

14.24 8098 Church (protection for all buildings over a certain age) 

14.25 10078 Church grounds, Court House monument, listed buildings, Millennium Meadow & surrounds, 
village green. 

14.26 7012 Church yard - Millennium Meadow and surrounding land. Village Green 

14.27 8001 Church, main street, butter market - these date from the early origins of the village, are of huge 
historical importance and give the village its essential character 

14.28 8100 Church, Main street, Butter market. These date from the early origins of the village, are of huge 
historical importance and give the village its essential character 

14.29 8047 Close to church, school, belfry and market hall or heart of village - to maintain the distinctive 
black and white of Pembridge. Riverside needs protecting 

14.30 10036 Common green spaces within Pembridge village. Rural locations other than hamlets. 

14.31 10052 Common land around river and well used by families. 

14.32 8062 Common land. Once lost never to return 

14.33 7064 Community green common next to river. The splash protecting natural wild life habitat 

14.34 7025 Conservation of the central area 

14.35 8066 Don't know 

14.36 8032 Don't know 

14.37 8030 Existing conservation and protected areas. Reason :- in order to maintain core character 

14.38 1014 Existing orchards 

14.39 7013 Farm land. To the south of the village drainage and water supply are a problem and houses 
are cut off even from emergency services twice a day at least, and we need to produce food. 

14.40 7010 Farmland to cut down imports 

14.41 7065 Field east of Parsons walk. Too near sewerage works/access. Good open used space for 
walkers, with two bridle paths. 

14.42 8038 Fields immediately adjacent to west end of village.  An fields adjacent to Curt Brook/Arrow 
River 

14.43 10053 Flood plains. 

14.44 7073 Green fields which are the essence of our glorious countryside 

14.45 10049 Greenfields. 

14.46 8048 Heritage areas (around the church and directly adjoining riverside recreational amenities, also 
the old market square) 

14.47 8056 History 

14.48 7056 I find the visual impact of the chicken sheds  & the anaerobic digester plants by named 
company - no screening is required for what is effectively industrial development in countryside 
+ traffic movements these cause 

14.49 1023 I would hope that the central village with it's historic housing and mature trees would be 
protected. I think mature trees are often needlessly sacrificed to development and thus the 
aesthetics of the environment changed for the worse. 

14.50 8084 Land adjacent to the River arrow - natural beauty 

14.51 10034 Listed buildings, they are our heritage. 

14.52 7024 Main central area of Pembridge historic b&w houses 

14.53 8004 Main village and Broxwood 

14.54 10030 Market Hall, Church & Belltower, areas along the river. 

14.55 7053 Market Hall, Millennium Meadow 

14.56 10064 Millennium Field & Long Meadow, community events are held here. 

14.57 10071 Millennium meadow, church, orchards (or plant new orchards) river, business land. but they 
should consult properly - not just tell you what they are doing. Landowners are going to get 
very rich unless we spread developments into lots of places. 

14.58 8051 Millennium Meadow 

14.59 7081 Millennium Meadow, flood plains 

14.60 7058 Millennium Meadow, land adjacent to parish hall to 'future proof' the space for any future 
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village needs 

14.61 7045 Need to take account of impact on River Arrow - not only its water quality but flooding 
behaviour 

14.62 8090 No 

14.63 7019 No 

14.64 8081 No building or extension of existing village boundary 

14.65 8095 NO extensions to any local chicken business 

14.66 8094 No extensions to chicken business 

14.67 8092 No more homes in flood areas or main road through Pembridge 

14.68 7044 No view 

14.69 10024 Not particularly. 

14.70 1022 One would hope that nobody would consider developing in areas like the churchyard - 
obviously on grounds of history and its peaceful position. 

14.71 8096 Our dark skies, orchards, old woodland and hedgerows are incredibly important to biodiversity 
and haven for quiet space... We need to protect that which is irreplaceable, once lost gone 
forever 

14.72 8028 Pembridge meadow - safe area for walking 

14.73 1018 Preservation of green spaces - too much pressure to infill which ruins the pattern of the 
settlement. Named company take not! 

14.74 8050 Principally the High street 

14.75 10051 River ( The Green ) 

14.76 1008a River Arrow. Protection of Environment and natural beauty. 

14.77 8031 River bank 

14.78 8036 Riverside - Long meadow  Children's recreation and walking 

14.79 10031 Riverside locations - wildlife protection & flooding avoidance. 

14.80 7021 Riverside recreational area, school playing fields 

14.81 7037 Riverside, Millennium Meadow, around the village 

14.82 8087 Rowe ditch. Historic importance. 

14.83 8003 Safeguarding of "tourist/b+w" trail 

14.84 10028 School Field - for obvious reasons! Millennium Meadow - Somewhere for children to play. 

14.85 10079 School field - this is a real asset to the school and a fantastic learning environment. Millennium 
Meadow should be developed with more activities for the young. 

14.86 7074 School playing field, vital for children's development and wellbeing 

14.87 7076 School playing fields vital for children 

14.88 8044 School playing fields, Millennium Meadow, Churchyard, Riverside setting. Heritage, amenity 
space, leisure areas. Also improve and increase footpath connectivity. 

14.89 10087 School playing fields, Millennium Meadow, Riversides, good agricultural land. 

14.90 8034 Stop ribbon development along side A44 both ways 

14.91 10075 The Burgage Plots enable the village to retain a vestige of its medieval character and that 
should be considered important for future generations. 

14.92 8045 The centre of the village because of traffic! 

14.93 10054 The centre of the village. 

14.94 8049 The church and churchyard, market hall, riverside environs - historic buildings and landscape 

14.95 1028 The church area 

14.96 8074 The green by the River Arrow; Millennium Meadow - kept for local use 

14.97 1024 The main roads through the village: Leominster to Kington; road to Shobden. Any potential 
housing to be attached to outskirts. 

14.98 8083 The medieval centre, burgage plots, ancient village footprint 

14.99 7059 The Millennium Meadow 

14.100 10006 The Orchards - they are a special feature of Herefordshire & of our village - economically & in 
terms of living close to a beautiful resource. 

14.101 8052 The river bank 

14.102 10011 The riverside. i.e. The Long Meadow. 

14.103 8002 The small pockets of woodland (ancient and modern) 

14.104 10072 The village centre. 

14.105 7014 The whole village should be protected because that's the reason for tourists to come. They 
don't come to see new houses 

14.106 10039 Village green and green spaces within the village. 

14.107 10045 Village green, church environs, moat area, burgage plots to preserve historic identity of 
Pembridge village. 

14.108 8076 Village green, Millennium Meadow 
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14.109 7027 Weston Marston : single track roads, enough housing, vehicle movement 

14.110 8012 Woods, forests and riverbanks 

14.111 8057 Yes and they are many which could be designated as areas of outstanding natural beauty 

 

18 What is the nature of your business: Other (please specify): 
 

 Ref No. 18a Other (please specify) 

18.1 10067 Bed & Breakfast. 

18.2 7064 Business & security consultancy 

18.3 7052 Business & security management 
consultancy 

18.4 8003 Craft work 

18.5 7037 Driving instructor 

18.6 8018 Handmade gifts and cards 

18.7 7055 Haulage 

18.8 7016 Pre-school. Early years education 

18.9 10040 Riding Establishment. 

18.10 7053 Small haulage 

18.11 8100 Support services to aviation 

18.12 8076 Timber contractor and fencing 

 

20 What are the main obstacles preventing your expansion/diversification? Other (please 
specify): 
 

 Ref No. 20a Other (please specify) 

20.1 8088 Age 

20.2 8020 Age 

20.3 8010 Age and energy levels 

20.4 8100 Business related to activities outside Pembridge parish but based and managed from within the 
parish 

20.5 8089 Don't apply 

20.6 7081 Don't want to 

20.7 10078 Housing, fast internet, lack of road maintenance. 

20.8 7012 Housing. Improved internet. Road maintenance - verges etc. 

20.9 7055 Just started up and finding my feet 

20.10 8022 Lack of "good people" 

20.11 10062 Lack of affordable available land to cultivate. 

20.12 7045 Lack of workforce - would always be happy to train 

20.13 7016 Not having a purpose built building near or on school grounds so that we could open 5 days a 
week 

20.14 8003 Not wanted 

20.15 7045 I anticipate the following 

20.16 7017 With today’s 'red tape' it's amazing anyone would want to!! 

 

22 What type of business would you like to establish in Pembridge Parish? 
 

 Ref 
No. 

22 What type of business would you like to establish in Pembridge Parish? 

22.1 7020 Agri-business 

22.2 7032 Bed & breakfast, holiday accommodation 

22.3 8038 Creative/food and drink/Health and Well being 

22.4 8062 E commerce 

22.5 8046 Gardening, property services 
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22.6 8044 Home wares and interiors shop (possibly a "pop up" shop for one off events) and holiday 
lodges (high end) 

22.7 10087 Interiors & home wares shop. 

22.8 8056 Internet 

22.9 7064 Pet service & kennels 

22.10 10071 Retail & courses ( like upholstery, flower arrangement, interior design sustainable living ) 

22.11 10026 Shop. 

 

24 What are the main obstacles preventing you from establishing your business in 
Pembridge Parish? 
 

 Ref No. 24 What are the main obstacles preventing you from establishing your business in 
Pembridge Parish? 

24.1 8100 Already running a business 

24.2 8062 Finance and low cost units 

24.3 8044 Lack of suitable premises (happy to build my own though!) 

24.4 10087 Lack of suitable premises. 

24.5 10026 No building suitable. 

24.6 10071 No suitable buildings. Happy to build on own structure. 

24.7 7032 None at present 

24.8 8034 Old age 

24.9 8046 Overheads 

24.10 7064 Planning consent cost & community resistance 

24.11 8037 Retired 

24.12 10083 Retired. 

24.13 8056 Slow broadband 

24.14 8038 Suitable premises, available land 

24.15 10090 We are retired. 

24.16 10082 We are retired. 

 

26 Do you think any of these businesses/enterprises should be encouraged/supported in 
Pembridge Parish? Other (please specify): 
Note: Anonymised comments are shown in italics 

 Ref 
No. 

26a Other (please specify) 

26.1 8002 "F and D" production should only be small scale and growth monitored 

26.2 8003 "F and D" should be only small scale and growth monitored 

26.3 8029 Above on a proportionate and small scale 

26.4 7017 Agriculture option: 'more creative smaller farms'   

26.5 8022 Any business should be encouraged 

26.6 8009 Domestic, garaging etc 

26.7 10071 Educational. 

26.8 8042 Financial - only if it were a post office/bank/building society 

26.9 8034 Light industry - yes 

26.10 7045 Local crafts, specialist trades 

26.11 1017 Local food production and retail 

26.12 10078 Named Industrial company. 

26.13 8038 Non-industrial, medium sized agricultural activities should be a priority, with facilities to "add-value" 
on the farm or in the village 

26.14 10088 Regarding financial only if it was a post office,  bank or similar. As for retail, only small shops or 
unusual which would not impact on those already here. 

26.15 1022 Respondent has crossed out "encouraged" in question and asterisked 'food and drink production', 
'catering' and 'financial' and written *some of these suggestions are suitable for business at/from 
home and could be supported. 

26.16 1021 Respondent has written "enough already" by 'public house etc' and "maybe" by 'retail' and 'financial'.  
Also written no objection to these but not sure that they particularly need encouragement. 
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26.17 8042 Small businesses such as shops, post office/bank/building society, restaurants/pubs/cafes, studios 
are ok, but this area cannot cope with any more heavy traffic than it already does which new 
industrial business would bring. 

26.18 7052 Small scale' against food/drink option  

26.19 8044 Wedding/events venue (for recreational courses such as flower arranging, interior design, cookery 
etc)? 

 

27 Do you feel any of the following initiatives might encourage new businesses to locate to 
Pembridge parish? Other (please specify): 
 

 Ref 
No. 

27a Other (please specify) 

27.1 10054 Better Broadband. 

27.2 10078 Better road maintenance. 

27.3 8034 Better transport links - wow? 

27.4 10072 Broadband quality is a major need. 

27.5 8036 Bypass to village 

27.6 8030 Conservation/adaptation of existing building for business use 

27.7 7064 Have major concerns over volume of traffic transiting through village 

27.8 7025 Improved broadband - VITAL! 

27.9 7052 Improved broadband & Shared/flexible/cooperative business facilities such as conference rooms or 
storage - great idea 

27.10 8096 Improved public transport - yes. A bypass could be a nightmare - improving the Lyonshall-Shobdon 
link could reduce pressure on the 'High street' in Pembridge - or moving the 'Gove'! 

27.11 10021 Pembridge is a rural and should remain so. 

27.12 10020 Pembridge should remain a rural village. 

27.13 7024 Purpose built work premises such as workshops - small 

27.14 1005 Respondent crossed out "increased" in 'improved/increased housing stock for staff'. 

27.15 10087 Shared facilities need to be modern, attractive, unique and low impact.. Good idea though. 

27.16 10006 Some sort of banking facility. A parcel drop / collection point. 

27.17 10071 Sort out the road and parking. Stop travellers using car park. Better housing & overnight 
accommodation. 

27.18 8044 The parking situation may need improving? Flexible/shared offices and workshop spaces = great 
idea. An enlarged village hall with attached commercial workshop/office would be an asset to all - 
offices could share the spaces 

27.19 8042 This is a village with small hamlets within its parish, it is not a town. If you allow industrial 
businesses/parks within the parish, which will increase the need to house employees, you run the 
risk of this no longer being a "village" parish, but becoming a town! 

27.20 8003 Workshops yes - offices no 

 

28 Are there any effects of existing or potential enterprise/industry that you feel need to be 
considered and or mitigated? Other (please specify): 
Note: Anonymised comments are shown in italics 

 Ref 
No. 

28a Other (please specify) 

28.1 8077 A44 too narrow through village to cope with large lorries - pavements are regularly damaged 
by existing traffic 

28.2 8022 All need to be considered but also the farming community has to have access all year 

28.3 7073 All of the above (traffic, noise, environmental impact, light pollution)  if building of houses 
takes place 

28.4 8002 Another "mother and apple pie" question 

28.5 1014 ANY pollution 

28.6 8003 Depends on size of industry - all relative 

28.7 10020 Far too much traffic is damaging property, and is a danger for the children going to school. 

28.8 7045 In village hamlets' against noise option  

28.9 8042 Infrastructure which includes sewage, drainage, new gas pipes, electric cables etc etc the list 
goes on! 
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28.10 10019 Noxious smell, public health hazard. 

28.11 10081 Nuisance from noxious smells, public health hazards, toxic discharges to the atmosphere. 

28.12 10047 Odour. 

28.13 10078 Pollution of the river Arrow with phosphates from agriculture & sewage. 

28.14 10018 Smell pollution. 

28.15 10087 Smell, litter and car parking. 

28.16 10027 Smell. 

28.17 10026 Smell. 

28.18 10071 Smells from chicken farms. The industrial spread at named company. 

28.19 8044 The volume of traffic and size of HGV's and tractors is now very dangerous and undermines 
our tourism attraction 

28.20 10064 Too many HGV going through the village. 

28.21 10021 Traffic & lack of pavements spoil the village. 

28.22 7056 Traffic movements of HGV's are wrecking the pavements & stopping people from enjoying the 
village, dangerous 

28.23 10088 You are forgetting infrastructures of gas, electric sewage etc. the list will increase if new 
housing is built. 

 

 

Please leave any general comments regarding Enterprise and the local economy here: 
Note: Anonymised comments are shown in italics 

 Ref 
No. 

30a Please leave any general comments regarding Enterprise and the local economy here: 

 8002 Another "mother and apple pie" question - no brainer     

30.1 8034 Buildings that demonstrate high levels of energy efficiency and sustainability - yes yes yes 

30.2 7045 Cycle routes - where realistic 

30.3 7045 Having recently set up a small bakery business there is a desperate lack of small workshop type 
facilities in the locality and I don't think the county council has yet got their head around work/live 
units - and maybe need to follow the innovation encouraged by other rural areas + National Parks 

30.4 8062 Held back by poor broadband speeds 

30.5 10024 I am of the opinion that sometimes , the 'environment' and its protection becomes too much of an 
obstacle when trying to support human activity. We must all be aware of global warming and its 
effect but individual trees and hedgerows can be replaced. 

30.6 8044 If we support some rural enterprise it will benefit the entire community. However the traffic issues 
would need consideration especially HGV and agricultural vehicle use of the A44. I'm wary of further 
industrial/agricultural development such as chicken sheds and AD because the village/parish gets all 
the negatives (HGV's, smells, loss of production land) but no benefits. Financially only the farmers 
benefit and very few jobs are created. I feel Pembridge has reached saturation for these types of 
development - in a local and natural context.  Recent vehicles (HGV's) turning onto Bridge Street 
could be related to the new chicken sheds, AD plants etc 

30.7 10006 Is there any way of diverting heavy goods traffic from the centre of the village? ( a tunnel? ) A speed 
camera and a safe crossing point could help now. 

30.8 1024 Light industrial or manufacturing companies to be away from housing.  More appropriate/wider roads 
to any planned additional services. 

30.9 8048 New businesses should be encouraged in principle but consideration needs to be given to rest in 
term of traffic noise/congestion 

30.10 10046 No more chicken houses please! 

30.11 7013 Our village is a precious remnant of rural England. Don't spoil it. 

30.12 1004 Pembridge need, would need a very efficient small medical centre and transport. 

30.13 8084 Poor broadband speed and very poor mobile reception are a major problem 

30.14 1017 Respondent has underlined 'attractive' and written "sympathetic" beside it 

30.15 8003 Should "blend in" - one persons views of "attractive" is not another's. Who to decide?   

30.16 8092 Signage, street furniture and advertising that respects the locality - less of it 

30.17 10021 The shops in Pembridge are well supported - there is no need for any more. Pembridge must remain 
a rural village. 

30.18 8074 There's too much ugly/badly maintained signage in Pembridge in my opinion 

30.19 1022 These questions seem to imply unsuitable development (industrial etc.) might be considered - surely 
this is mainly a residential area!!! 

30.20 8042 Too late already done so in "other" area of questions. Saying that though, it needs to be made quite 
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clear that Pembridge Village in particular, needs to be protected and kept as a "village", as does the 
parish as a whole!    

30.21 10071 Too many signs in Pembridge - would be nice to see more ' heritage ' colours for doors, windows, 
shop fronts. 

30.22 10087 Very concerned about the impact ( negative ) of the recently built poultry houses AD plants etc. The 
cumulative impact is already dreadful. HGV traffic has increased, smells, vision impact on 
landscape, changing agriculture into industry for the financial benefits of very few but without any 
mitigation for the village. Pembridge is a bustling, vibrant and busy village and has a great range of 
enterprises - we should support & encourage this vibrancy as it makes us unique. 

30.23 10088 We do not want any sort of industrial development in our parish. It is not environmentally friendly and 
this area is not industrial. Cities and town are so we need to protect our parish environment. With 
any new developments of any kind, brings more infrastructure, more pollution, more traffic more 
damage to our roads and our living environment. Pembridge is a village not a town but when does a 
village become a town? We need to protect what we have, and what we have in Pembridge is very 
special and in the parish as a whole is very precious. 

30.24 10020 We have thriving shops already, do not think there is any need for more. Pembridge is a rural 
economy & should remain so. 

30.25 7017 We need an influx of new young people to the area, otherwise it will all become an old peoples home 

30.26 8096 We need businesses to develop work opportunities and diversity of employment opportunities. We 
also live in a valuable and fragile historical and bio-diverse area. Any businesses setting up needs to 
demonstrate its commitment to these sensitivities. 

30.27 8077 Whilst a by-pass may damage enterprises such as pubs, cafes, gallery it might enable housing and 
industry to be developed and would improve the visitor experience 

30.28 8022 Whilst increasing the number of houses in the parish is a good thing, we have to remember food 
production and agriculture is important in rural areas. Occasionally weather presents challenges and 
we have to harvest crops through the night. And I do not want to be stopped from operating my 
business due to noise/traffic on these rare occasions. 

30.29 7056 Whilst the above should be encouraged, it has to be done in a way that isn't prohibitive to 
businesses. Particularly businesses offering skilled/well paid work should be incentivised if anything 

 

31 Are there any landscape or heritage features/ buildings that you feel need specific 
protection in Pembridge Parish? Other (please specify): 
 

 Ref 
No. 

31a Other (please specify) 

31.1 10071 Allotments?  Didn't know there were any. 

31.2 8055 Area around the market hall 

31.3 10087 Burgage plots are hidden and many have been changed. Allotments are too far away and rely on 
cars. 

31.4 8002 Common lands e.g. Meer common 

31.5 7013 Countryside 

31.6 1017 Encourage natural wildflower/grass areas.  Stop over-tidying up - suburbanisation. Remaining green 
spaces behind and between houses - few left now. Safeguard mature trees. 

31.7 7014 Everything should be preserved to attract tourists 

31.8 1014 Existing orchards (if any). 

31.9 8038 Fields to west of village/adjacent to Arrow/Curl Brook/Long Meadow 

31.10 8014 Hamlet/village centres 

31.11 10019 Medieval strip fields in Manley Lane. 

31.12 8035 Modernisation of Alm houses for letting or selling off 

31.13 7078 No building on in-fill sites i.e. behind the existing street arrangement 

31.14 10088 Our ancient listed buildings themselves, which are to some of us our home. 

31.15 1018 Preservation of mature trees, green space between houses, wildflower areas. Too much tidying, 
cutting, trimming. 

31.16 8042 The ancient listed buildings themselves, especially those on West street/High street/East street that 
are daily battered by the continual heavy traffic of highway maintenance lorries and other large 
lorries day and night! 

31.17 1004 The church is needy of people and financial support (important) 

31.18 10006 The Orchards, the village greens, the area by the bridge on both sides of the river. 

31.19 10081 The vestiges of Pembridge's medieval farming system e.g. Strip field of Morley Lane, private closes, 
unimproved pastures etc. 

31.20 10078 Village green. 
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32 Which of these facilities and services do you value within Pembridge Parish Other 
(please specify): 
 

 Ref No. 32a Other (please specify) 

32.1 1004 A surgery - part-time? - is necessary 

32.2 1018 But the surgery is closing! 

32.3 8042 Caravan, camping parks - This is within the farmers land at end of the village and purpose built park.  
B&Bs... - Those are within private homes and businesses within the village as far as I am aware, and 
not purpose built.  Surgery - please note the surgery has now closed 

32.4 8051 I value all of them but don't use them all 

32.5 7061 N/A - surgery closing 

32.6 8066 Pembridge doctors surgery closing? 

32.7 8044 Playground could be so much better, needs improving 

32.8 10039 Post Office & Doctors surgery already taken away from us against our wishes. 

32.9 10042 Post Office back at shop. 

32.10 10043 Post Office within shop. 

32.11 10041 Post Office. 

32.12 10040 Post Office. 

32.13 8077 Put 'no' for bus service as so infrequent - but it is vital to have one 

32.14 1026 Respondent has circled yes box for 'surgery' and written "joke". 

32.15 1007 Respondent has written "joking!" next to 'surgery'. 

32.16 1017 Respondent has written "recently reduced" next to bus service. Also  "much too suburban and too 
dominant very over the top!" next to pride in Pembridge, and also "closing" next to surgery. 

32.17 1013 Respondent has written "very important" next to 'surgery'. Reinstate the bus service to 
Kington/Leominster.  Keep surgery for future use when more doctors are appointed in Kington 
practice. 

32.18 7064 Surgery - closing 

32.19 7023 Surgery - especially 

32.20 10030 Surgery - especially 

32.21 10017 Surgery - lost 

32.22 8012 Surgery - too late 

32.23 7025 Surgery - too late! 

32.24 10058 Surgery already closing. 

32.25 1028 Surgery closing 

32.26 10064 Surgery N/A. 

32.27 10006 The bus service & the surgery appear to be vulnerable to cuts and both are needed. 

32.28 10078 The trees, village green. 

32.29 8022 Village green and the countryside 

32.30 8057 Visitor toilets - where? 

32.31 8037 We need the surgery desperately! 

32.32 7062 What surgery! 

32.33 7081 WHAT surgery??? 

32.34 7012 What!!' written against 'bus service' option and 'N/A' next to surgery option 

32.35 7027 Will the surgery re open! 

32.36 7004 With reference to surgery option: I don't use this surgery but I do know it doesn't function well & does 
not meet user need. We need a replacement surgery which is run properly 

 

33 Are there any additional services/facilities you would like to see within the parish over 
the next 20 years? Please specify 
 

 

Ref 
No. 

33 Are there any additional services/facilities you would like to see within the parish over the next  
20 years? Please specify 

33.1 8003 "Freighter" waste collection. More recycling initiatives. More promotion and enhancement of river 
courses 

33.2 8038 *Small scale agricultural processing facilities     * mill 

33.3 1017 1) Better public footpaths - repair stiles and bridges. Persuade farmers to welcome walkers. 2) 
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Improve broadband and power supplies. 3|)  Increase water pressure. 4) Traffic calming through 
village. 

33.4 10006 1. Post Office/Banking services at basic level. 2. Parcel drop service. 3. Flicks in the Sticks. 

33.5 1019 A few more restaurants? 

33.6 8042 A new doctors surgery just for the parish and maybe adjoining parish, we desperately need one. 
Also a post office or at least a cash point of sorts, especially for those who do not drive or the elderly 

33.7 10075 A NHS doctors surgery. 

33.8 10079 A surgery. 

33.9 1015 Another car park area elsewhere in the village 

33.10 8071 Better broadband 

33.11 8006 Better broadband and mobile phone signal 

33.12 8034 Better broadband ASAP 

33.13 10054 Better Broadband. Removal of heavy traffic through village. 

33.14 8007 Better mobile phone signal and broadband. Better public transport, less heavy traffic on main road 
through Pembridge 

33.15 8033 Better transport links 

33.16 1016 Better walks that can accommodate buggies and wheelchairs - conservation areas, ponds - things 
that locals and tourists will enjoy. 

33.17 8036 Bowling club, Improved village hall 

33.18 7079 Bring back the surgery 

33.19 1018 Broadband needs to be improved. More and better public footpaths that actually go somewhere. 

33.20 7019 Bus service 

33.21 7057 Dial a ride' type service for elderly people & those without cars to get to the surgery in Kington & 
shops in Leominster/Kington 

33.22 8079 Doctors surgery 

33.23 8078 Doctors surgery 

33.24 7035 Doctor's surgery 

33.25 8022 Doctors surgery (maintained) 

33.26 10073 Doctors surgery and/or facilities for collecting repeat prescriptions. 

33.27 10064 Doctors Surgery to re-open or perhaps a new practise. 

33.28 10019 Doctors surgery, Post office in a small supermarket. 

33.29 8057 Don't know 

33.30 8041 Enhanced local bus service (rural) 

33.31 7078 Faster broadband + 3G network 

33.32 8062 Fibre broadband 

33.33 8056 Fibre broadband 

33.34 7080 Flicks in the sticks' cinema 

33.35 8096 For businesses, a post office; possibly an Amazon drop off 

33.36 7004 Heritage shop; beer garden 

33.37 7001 High speed broadband 

33.38 7014 I don't believe extra facilities can be afforded 

33.39 8055 Improve broadband 

33.40 1013 Improved bus service to Hereford 

33.41 7056 Improved playground, improved pavements, tennis courts, new/improved village hall 

33.42 10016 Improved transport & shops. 

33.43 10072 Improving Broadband facility. Removing heavy traffic from the village centre. 

33.44 10078 Increase size of burial ground. 

33.45 1008a Local convenience store 

33.46 10090 Main road crossings. 

33.47 10082 Main road crossings. 

33.48 10062 Maintaining of GP Surgery, district nurse service. 

33.49 7064 More affordable housing for our children 

33.50 8012 More attention to roads and parking places in small hamlets from Weobley to Pembridge (via 
Broxwood) there are now no parking places up kept. Increase in Lorry's and legitimate farm traffic 
makes walking, cycling and driving very unsafe 

33.51 8015 More bus services to the hamlets 

33.52 8002 More facility to recycle waste etc for energy 

33.53 8008 More frequent bus services. Better mobile phone service 

33.54 7012 More ground in church yard for graves 
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33.55 8050 More housing (local) 

33.56 8044 More shops, an enlarged village hall, more car parking, tennis court, visitor centre/museum. 
Whatever we can do - as long as it looks nice! 

33.57 1024 More youth provision (brownies/cubs/youth clubs).  Small library service (even if integrated with 
existing facility i.e. shop or village hall). 

33.58 8069 No 

33.59 10021 None. 

33.60 1028 Open the doctors surgery again 

33.61 10039 Post Office & Doctors surgery but in 20 years I will be dead. 

33.62 7021 Post office back at the shop 

33.63 10041 Post Office, Bus service. 

33.64 10040 Post Office. 

33.65 10037 Post Office. 

33.66 8048 Post office; bypass; small business park 

33.67 7017 Professional entertainment, concerts and performances subsidised from county or national funds 

33.68 10007 Recreational facilities e.g. tennis court. 

33.69 8030 Reinstatement of surgery 

33.70 7009 Reinstatement of surgery 

33.71 7028 Retain doctor's surgery 

33.72 10081 Return of a medical practise with dentist, return of a permanent post office, a proper shop/ small 
supermarket such as that at Shobden. 

33.73 8061 Road surfaces should be improved! 

33.74 10034 Services/ facilities for the growth in the elderly population. 

33.75 1021 Sheltered accessible accommodation for elderly. Post Office. 

33.76 7025 Shopping, domestic if supported by local growth. Entertainment, flicks in the sticks, cultural activity 

33.77 7032 Shops, restaurants, tourism features to attract people 

33.78 7060 Skate park, basket ball court, tennis court, better football pitch 

33.79 8099 Social clubs 

33.80 8098 Social clubs 

33.81 1026 Surgery 

33.82 8058 Surgery to return to Pembridge 

33.83 10028 Surgery, improved bus service. 

33.84 10026 Tennis court, Better Broadband. 

33.85 7081 Tennis court, swimming pool. Re-open train line for freight. Doctor's surgery 

33.86 10087 Tennis court. Bigger, better playground, more use of Millennium meadow. Enlarged/ improved 
village hall would be good and help generate income & community spirit 

33.87 10071 Tennis Courts? Better playground. More on the Millennium Meadow. 

33.88 10059 The doctors surgery would be nice! 

33.89 8077 The playground area could be improved and area regularly mown to enable football etc to be played. 
An outdoor gym could be considered 

33.90 8052 The road through the village is unsuitable for heavy traffic. A by-pass is needed 

33.91 8031 The village through road totally unsuitable for 'heavy' traffic 

33.92 7072 There are currently no facilities for sport! One or two would bring people together (eg Bowling 
green/tennis courts/cricket club/football club). Social & health benefits would occur 

33.93 8049 Traffic calming 

33.94 1004 Transport (people carriers?) 

33.95 10088 We need a new Doctors Surgery and a Post Office or bank, cash point of sorts at least for those 
unable to travel especially the elderly. 

33.96 8064 What facilities? To advise all residents of services/facilities 

33.97 8051 Would like to see something done with the Millennium Meadow 

33.98 10025 Youth centre with facilities for indoor sports & refreshments ( non-alcoholic) 

33.99 10065 Youth Centre. 

33.100 10083 Youth Club 
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35 If No which facilities do you feel are needed 
 

 Ref No. 35 If No which facilities do you feel are needed 

35.1 8077 (See 33 - The playground area could be improved and area regularly mown to enable football etc to 
be played. An outdoor gym could be considered) More opportunities to meet outside school hours - 
informal access to tennis courts? Skateboard - evening cafe 

35.2 10050 A better play area - larger and for older children. 

35.3 7077 A central 'community' focus area, to encourage young people in a positive manner - rather than just 
leaving them to hang round 

35.4 8097 A playground more suited to older children. Even clubs 

35.5 7057 A youth club. Tennis court 

35.6 1014 Best to ask young people in Pembridge 

35.7 1019 Better play area. 

35.8 1015 Better playground area/tennis courts 

35.9 8051 Between being to old for the play ground and too young to drive there's nothing in the village 

35.10 10071 Bigger, more modern play area for older children. 

35.11 8020 But would they use them 

35.12 10033 Camera club, running & cycling groups etc. 

35.13 7032 Clubs, groups for children. Internet cafe 

35.14 10056 Development of Millennium Meadow for the young. 

35.15 8089 Don't know Pembridge well enough 

35.16 7056 Enlarged playground, shelter on Millennium Meadow 

35.17 7021 Facilities at the existing playground could be improved 

35.18 8096 Film nights/talks/music nights in the village hall geared towards younger people? Develop environs 
for better 'hang out' space? 

35.19 8049 Football pitch, cricket pitch, youth groups, tennis court 

35.20 7014 If the surgery stays open 

35.21 10087 Improved play ground, tennis court, safer pavements, more footpaths away from road. 

35.22 10028 Improved play park suitable for children up to age 16/18. Landscape part of Millennium Meadow for 
bikes etc. 

35.23 8042 It would be good if they had some sore of "club" they could go to and meet up with friends, it could 
also serve a younger age group earlier in evenings 

35.24 7017 It's too small! Even Hereford has only recently acquired a decent cinema 

35.25 10079 Landscaping part of Millennium Meadow, for bikes/RC cars etc..An improved play park - suitable for 
all ages to 16, teenage meeting place. 

35.26 8056 Large playing field 

35.27 8044 Larger, better playground, shelter/ structure on MM, tennis court, Better/safer pavements 

35.28 10040 Leisure, sport, Youth Club, Skate Board Park. 

35.29 10039 Leisure, sport. 

35.30 10088 Maybe a youth club for teenagers to meet friends which could double up for younger children’s 
needs too. 

35.31 7001 Meeting place / sports field 

35.32 8011 Meeting places i.e. clubs 

35.33 7019 More activities for all ages, fun & instructive to engage young people in community 

35.34 8038 More direct engagement but YOU NEED TO ASK THEM!! - THIS FORM DOES NOT 

35.35 1024 More youth provision (brownies/cubs/youth clubs, Small library service (even if integrated with 
existing facility i.e. shop or village hall). 

35.36 7012 Netball or tennis type court or skating 

35.37 7016 Older children's playground - obstacle course?? 

35.38 10009 Place to meet. 

35.39 8062 Playing field 

35.40 10024 Possible youth groups or available transport to existing groups. 

35.41 8099 Recreational clubs 

35.42 8098 Recreational clubs 

35.43 8019 Scouts, guides, youth club 

35.44 7060 Skate park, basket ball court, tennis court, better football pitch 

35.45 10010 Somewhere to meet. 

35.46 10017 Sorts clubs - improve use of Millennium Meadow. 

35.47 7071 Specified cycle routes/walking routes. Youth clubs 
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35.48 8030 Sport/leisure facilities built on the village hall 

35.49 8020 Sports 

35.50 7025 Sports & recreational centre? 

35.51 8021 Sports clubs 

35.52 7047 Sports facilities/football/cricket/tennis/etc. Youth club? 

35.53 10006 Sports provision, a place to hang out. 

35.54 7076 Teenage facilities totally lacking need developing in consultation with local teenagers 

35.55 7074 Teenager facilities, determined by teenagers 

35.56 1016 Teenagers can't go to the pub and need something to keep them occupied. 

35.57 8047 Tennis court, basketball court 

35.58 10008 Tennis Courts. 

35.59 7053 The playground needs improving and updating - more equipment for older children 

35.60 10046 There are enough facilities for younger children but we need better outdoor play facilities for children 
ages 11- 16 . 

35.61 7028 Upgraded playing area for older children. Other sports facilities e.g. tennis court, skateboard area 

35.62 7078 We used to have a youth club, shooting club, snooker table in the old village hall. No more. 

35.63 8064 What facilities? 

35.64 10025 Youth centre with facilities for indoor sports & refreshments ( non-alcoholic) 

35.65 10065 Youth Centre. 

35.66 7037 Youth centres , after school clubs 

35.67 8078 Youth club 

35.68 1028 Youth club 

35.69 10059 Youth club / activities. 

35.70 7062 Youth club, hard surface for skate-boarding etc 

35.71 7068 Youth club, sports centre 

35.72 10064 Youth Club. 

35.73 7064 Youth club. Flicks in the sticks. School discos etc. barn dances 

35.74 8037 Youth clubs 

35.75 7023 Youth clubs 

35.76 10032 Youth Clubs 

35.77 10022 Youth Clubs or other clubs. 

35.78 8018 Youth clubs, organised groups 

35.79 10030 Youth clubs. 

35.80 8027 Youth facilities 

 

37 If No which facilities do you feel are needed? 
 

 Ref 
No. 

37 If No which facilities do you feel are needed? 

37.1 10025 A good pavement, pedestrians along East Street. 

37.2 7040 Although public transport is poor! 

37.3 7077 Better access to the shop - it's a fantastic facility but hard to get to for the elderly - or maybe a 
delivery service 

37.4 7049 Better bus service & doctors surgery 

37.5 10077 Bus service to Kington. 

37.6 7064 Church village hall bingo dances etc 

37.7 1013 Could we have "flicks in the sticks". 

37.8 7068 Day centre 

37.9 10083 Day Centre. 

37.10 8002 Do not know what is available so maybe "promotion" of what is here 

37.11 7073 Doctors surgery 

37.12 7081 Doctor's surgery 

37.13 10064 Doctors Surgery, better bus service. 

37.14 10045 Doctors surgery. 

37.15 10042 Doctors surgery. 

37.16 10043 Doctors/Bus service. 

37.17 10065 Ease of access for disabled having to use pavements. 
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37.18 8081 Good bus service. Post office. Surgery to remain open and have proper service facilities i.e. be able 
to make appointment to see a doctor within reasonable timescale 

37.19 10040 Housing, Meals on Wheels, Meeting/ socialising. 

37.20 10041 Housing. 

37.21 10088 If not already in place a regular weekly dinner for elderly done by volunteers. I know in some places 
they do this in the south of England. 

37.22 8042 If not already maybe a weekly or monthly dinner at local village hall or similar so they get company 
maybe volunteers to collect and take them home too 

37.23 7014 If the surgery stays open 

37.24 10087 Improved Alm's houses 

37.25 1019 Improved bus service! 

37.26 8080 Lack of good bus service and now closure of surgery 

37.27 8047 Lunch club for the elderly with transport 

37.28 10024 Lunch clubs, transport. 

37.29 7017 More houses. Maybe an area for small industry 

37.30 10016 More social get togethers for outlying areas & better transport to them. 

37.31 8044 New Alms houses perhaps. Safer pavements. Prescription drop off service 

37.32 8058 No surgery NOW. Poor bus service 

37.33 10034 Pavements & improved access/transport/day facilities/medical facilities. 

37.34 8008 Please don't close Pembridge surgery! and a seat at the bus stop 

37.35 10006 Post office counter, doctor or nurse, transport. 

37.36 1021 Sheltered accessible accommodation for elderly. Post Office. 

37.37 8099 Social club (lunch club?) 

37.38 8098 Social clubs 

37.39 10059 Social space/ craft club etc. 

37.40 7020 Surgery 

37.41 7009 Surgery 

37.42 7048 Surgery, PO, bus 

37.43 10028 Surgery. 

37.44 10075 The closure of the surgery is a disaster for the village. 

37.45 7072 There are currently no facilities for sport! One or two would bring people together (e.g. Bowling 
green/tennis courts/cricket club/football club). Social & health benefits would occur 

37.46 1004 There is much kindness and care in existing village 

37.47 7031 Transport & doctor's surgery 

37.48 10039 Transport, Better surgery/ Doctor. 

37.49 8038 Transport, doctor surgery operated efficiently 

37.50 7017 Unless something improves it will be just an old peoples home! 

37.51 1015 Use of internet 

37.52 10011 Zebra crossings over the A44 in village. More country bus routes. Grab rails by the Steppes. 

 

42 Do you have any other suggestions how traffic issues may be improved? 
 

 Ref 
No. 

42 Do you have any other suggestions how traffic issues may be improved? 

42.1 1005 1) Lower the weight restriction on Bridge Street bridge. 2) Fortify the bollards further @ t junction to 
A44. 

42.2 10025 A bypass. 

42.3 1024 A road circumventing Pembridge village centre for use by heavy goods vehicles 

42.4 7025 A44 by-pass or relief road 

42.5 1018 Any measures to slow speed and enhance care of traffic on A44. SINGLE lane priority by New Inn. 

42.6 7071 Apart from a by-pass! Speed limit through village 20mph or lower. Giant lorries banned! 

42.7 1003 Ask the emergency services to slow down before they kill someone. make more use of SID's 

42.8 8099 Ban lorries HGV from centre of village 

42.9 1026 Ban massive lorries 

42.10 7065 Better & more visible signage 

42.11 1013 Better maintenance of roads.  Stop parking round market hall. 

42.12 7029 Better road quality 
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42.13 10019 Bollards along some pavements to prevent traffic from driving along them and to help pedestrians to 
feel safer. 

42.14 1008a Build a by-pass 

42.15 8036 Build bypass mainly to divert quarry lorries and farm tractors and trailers 

42.16 7014 Build Eardisley a by-pass and divert the A44 there. It would help Lyonshall too. 

42.17 8093 Bypass 

42.18 1015 Bypass 

42.19 7060 By-pass 

42.20 7055 By-pass 

42.21 7054 By-pass 

42.22 8048 Bypass (long term solution perhaps); occasional speed patrols; more visible HGV signage north of 
Bridge Street 

42.23 10080 Bypass needed. 

42.24 8008 Bypass Pembridge 

42.25 8006 Bypass Pembridge 

42.26 7068 By-pass through Pembridge 

42.27 10071 Bypass. 

42.28 10026 Bypass. 

42.29 7078 By-pass. This will also give you in-fill space for new houses 

42.30 7004 Bypass; Re-route lorries; Railway line - open. 

42.31 7019 Clear signage for roads unsuitable for H.G.V 

42.32 7053 Cut down on the number of cars parking in front of the shop/Red Lion - sign posts for village hall car 
park 

42.33 7012 Cut roadside hedges, verges/especially at junctions and maintain ditches 

42.34 10078 Cut the roadside hedges. 

42.35 7056 Definitely shared space/naked roads/mix of surface materials/by-pass 

42.36 7081 Designated on street parking to slow traffic 

42.37 10072 Direct trucks & lorries away from village centre if possible. 

42.38 8055 Divert heavy load vehicles 

42.39 10020 Divert tarmac lorries down the Rhyse Lane. 

42.40 7026 Divert Tarmac wagons 

42.41 8001 Divert traffic from village centre (alternative route outside village environs). Possibly subterranean. 

42.42 8041 Eliminate heavy goods vehicles 

42.43 7074 Enforce 20mph from Townsends farm shop to Bylets 

42.44 7039 Enforced weight limits 

42.45 8044 Entrance chicanes need changing, remove white lines, improve and add pavements, increase 
planting, add cobbles, make Bridge street, Bearwood lane etc inaccessible to HGV's 

42.46 1028 Get heavy lorries out of village 

42.47 8092 Get Quarry lorries and regular heavy traffic on railways (used to run well) 

42.48 7082 Herefordshire council to erect new signage at Bainstrey Cross showing HGV the way to Kingspan 
(similar to Rise Lane at Lyonshall) 

42.49 8098 HGV lorry ban from centre of village 

42.50 8038 I really like the idea of shared space and to prioritise pedestrians. The village should be a pedestrian 
space first 

42.51 10073 I would support any suggestions that could reduce speed of traffic through village and also by some 
means prevent heavy lorries using that road. 

42.52 10006 If we can't divert heavy goods traffic then - we need a proper pedestrian crossing. 

42.53 10087 Improve pavements and ensure new houses are built away from road, but can access facilities on 
foot. 

42.54 7079 Improve road surface on A44 through Pembridge 

42.55 8049 Improved signage for HGV's (?different languages) 

42.56 8096 Improving Lyonshall/Shobdon route. The Gove transport is a problem - restricting access through the 
village maybe help divert them down an improved route but what impact on Shobdon? NIMBY I'm 
afraid 

42.57 1016 Investigate a possible re-route of the A44 through a new dedicated road that avoids Pembridge. 

42.58 8050 It's a main road live with it or move 

42.59 10021 Large lorries should be made to use the Rhyse Lane to Shobdon - they are a danger in the village. 

42.60 8100 Long term project for diversion of east/west bound traffic through Pembridge village centre for 
example construction of tunnel through surrounding area 

42.61 10009 Making it safe to walk down main street. Restrict size of lories. 
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42.62 8070 Mending of pot holes to increase. Safe traffic flow - within limits. Prevent vehicles swerving into path 
of oncoming vehicles 

42.63 8003 More off road parking 

42.64 8002 More off road parking on brown field site 

42.65 7052 More parking for residents to reduce roadside congestion and better speed reduction measures that 
ensure traffic is at correct speed as soon as they enter the village - at west end traffic is still fast!! 

42.66 8077 Much clearer signs discouraging lorry drivers from turning into Bridge street. Possible restrictions on 
size of farm vehicle using village 

42.67 10059 Need to look at traffic going past village hall towards the village - traffic comes too quickly into the 
road. 

42.68 1014 No - apart from by-pass 

42.69 7057 No parking outside the Red Lion. Speed restrictions on minor roads as there is an increased number 
of very large agricultural vehicles/tractors using them 

42.70 10047 No parking outside shop and Red Lion. 

42.71 10046 No parking outside village shop, Red Lion. 

42.72 10088 Our main problem is speeding day & night, nonstop therefore we need speed cameras set up through 
the main traffic areas, as well as speed bumps going across whole road width with 20 mph limit 
throughout village. 

42.73 7021 Parking arrangements for school pick up/drop off times could be improved 

42.74 10028 Pedestrian Crossing by village shop. 

42.75 7062 Re-direct large lorries 

42.76 7038 Re-direct lorries 

42.77 7032 Reduce allowance of quarry lorries thro' village 

42.78 10037 Reduce tonnage in local areas. 

42.79 10057 Remove long term parking between 8 - 6 on main street. 

42.80 8071 Remove parking at 'Old Steppes' junction 

42.81 1017 Remove road markings - mostly. But use lines at sides to highlight the narrows at rear of New Inn and 
prevent recurring accidents and scrapes and damage. 

42.82 8083 Reroute heavy lorries away from the village centre 

42.83 10010 Restrict the size of lorries that can come through. 

42.84 10039 Restrict weight & speed of heavy traffic/lorries on minor roads. Speed bumps on minor roads. 

42.85 10040 Restrict weight of lorries & trailers on minor roads. Passing places on minor roads. 

42.86 1002 See below (Footpaths and pavements are poor. Walking from west end of village is most unpleasant 
and difficult. Never mind the ancient kerbstones - even it out.) 

42.87 10058 Send HGV's on a different route. 

42.88 1004 Speed bumps either end of village and 20 mph 

42.89 7064 Speed enforcement in place permanently with greater presence of local police traffic enforcement. 

42.90 7006 Speed limit 

42.91 7003 Speed limit 

42.92 7037 Stop all heavy traffic i.e. HGVs 

42.93 10064 Stop all HGV's over 7.5 cwts from using Bridge Street to get to Kingspan. 

42.94 8085 Stop all the lorries coming through!!! 

42.95 8064 Stop articulated lorries from using minor roads! 

42.96 8032 Stop heavy lorries 

42.97 7048 Stop large lorries coming through village they should be made to find alternative route! 

42.98 8034 Stop parking opposite Red Lion - trucks have to cross white line to get through only about 50m 

42.99 7041 Stop Tarmac wagons coming through village 

42.100 8080 Strict control re the size and weight of heavy vehicles through the village 

42.101 7080 Stricter regulations on noisy bodywork on lorries. Major improvement to road surfaces on A44 

42.102 10075 The A44 should be rerouted to follow the old railway line joining the A49 north of Leominster. 

42.103 8097 The heavy lorries coming through are a pain in the A but I can't see any solution unless it involves a 
bypass.... through a river? 

42.104 8042 The main problem is the heavy goods vehicles going through the village at great speeds day and 
night, therefore we do need speed cameras also to include speed bumps across whole road and 
20mph speed limit! 

42.105 7077 There are still too many HGV's through the village - maybe re-routing them around the village? Road 
quality is poor 

42.106 10081 Use of bollards along certain critical sections of A44 to stop the illegal mounting of the pavement by 
HGV's in order to protect pedestrians. 

42.107 7013 We need something to slow down traffic from the West. Clamp down on dangerous parking. 

42.108 8065 Weight restriction 
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42.109 10065 Weight restriction & length on lorries. 

42.110 7005 Where possible alternative routes for lorries 

42.111 7045 Whilst I don't use them, the pavements in Pembridge look in adequate especially on A49. Warning 
signs on Rhyse Lane that it's narrow at times 

42.112 10030 Would be good to have speed limit signs returned when contractor takes them away to be painted or 
renewed. 

 

45 Do you feel Pembridge Parish needs infrastructure upgrades to the following Other 
(please specify): 
 

 Ref 
No. 

45a Other (please specify) 

45.1 10088 Any of the above but if new homes built it will all need doing and more. 

45.2 8042 As the village stands at the moment I would say the above, but if new homes are built then it will all 
need doing and more 

45.3 8070 Better school transport plan with common sense approach 

45.4 1016 Cycle paths (cross country) 

45.5 10008 Cycle paths. 

45.6 8064 Gas - What gas? 

45.7 10006 I wonder if we need a proper zebra or lights crossing in the centre of the village. 

45.8 8030 If bypass built existing roads are fine if maintained. If not regular resurfacing of A44 to keep noise to 
minimum 

45.9 7013 Keep on top of pot hole problem. Access to the south of the village needed during school run and 
occasional other events. 

45.10 8002 Lack of reliable/effective broadband will prevent business and enterprise 

45.11 8077 Map boards in public places suggesting way - marked routes would be helpful to visitors and 
residents 

45.12 7031 Mobile phone coverage need drastic improvement 

45.13 10043 Mobile Phone signal. 

45.14 10042 Mobile phone signal. 

45.15 7045 Mobile signal; lots of properties not on mains water or gas and electricity supply seems to lack 
resilience (lots of flickering) 

45.16 1021 Perhaps farmers using huge tractors and trailers that are doing damage to roads/pavements should 
contribute to repair. 

45.17 7052 Pot holes 

45.18 7080 Road surfaces 

45.19 8093 Roads - Bypass 

45.20 7073 Roads - potholes 

45.21 8089 Roads - potholes! 

45.22 8058 We don't have mains water/sewage or gas available 

45.23 8003 Would like gas! 

 

Please leave any general comments about Features Facilities and Amenities here: 
Note: Anonymised comments are shown in italics 

 Ref 
No. 

46a Please leave any general comments about Features Facilities and Amenities here: 

46.1 1018 Better signage - too cluttered, and much of it freelance. Too many fuss and flowers, suburban. Riverside 
signs are prescriptive and not welcoming. 

46.2 10073 Biomass and solar panels only. 

46.3 7052 Broadband is a critical issue for business function 

46.4 8001 Broadly adequate 

46.5 8100 Broadly adequate to meet the demand. The profile of retirees/young families/agricultural employees/self 
employed is unlikely to change and excessive amenities unlikely to be utilised 

46.6 8038 Community renewable energy production 

46.7 8044 Could the MM/car park area be enlarged to create more parking? Pavements are very unsafe. Tennis 
court and enlarged village hall would be amazing. A44 needs to be addressed before an accident 
happens.  Make sure all new development has a footpath/cycle link to village facilities.  Can carpet 
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warehouse be purchased by the village for (landscaped) parking area? Too many cars parking on 
pavements, especially at West End. 

46.8 7076 Ensure footpath from Manley Lane to Manley Crescent is passable with pushchairs in winter to avoid 
walking to school on main road with terrible pavements for pushchairs & children 

46.9 10078 Existing infrastructure needs much better maintenance. Sewage system inadequate. 

46.10 1002 Footpaths and pavements are poor. Walking from west end of village is most unpleasant and difficult. 
Never mind the ancient kerbstones - even it out. 

46.11 1015 I would like to see the walkway which connects Manly Lane to Manley Crescent tarmacked/resurfaced 
so that those using the lane can do so without having to get muddy (in the winter months) or stepping in 
dog muck. When this area is used by tractors it makes it difficult for walkers to use.  If the small stretch 
of this lane could be of a hard surface up to the gate which cuts through to Manley Crescent (from 
Manley Lane) then this could be used throughout the year. 

46.12 8042 If something is not done very soon regarding the speed, volume and type of heavy goods traffic going 
through the village, someone is going to be killed. As we have a school here too and a primary school at 
that, I am extremely surprised that a "20 mile" limit is not in place as anywhere I go where there is any 
school , this limit is in place. We have particular problem with the "highway maintenance" heavy goods 
lorries (mainly carrying tarmac etc) which are very wide and large lorries. These travel though our village 
at great speed, mainly 50 plus miles per hour and have to screech to a holt at the junctions, plus they 
have done damage to pavements which are quite high and the road surfaces. This is a serious problem 
in our village, which also includes vehicles of all descriptions including cars.    

46.13 1023 In the Scandinavian countries and in Germany there are communities who together have organised 
renewable energy schemes which provide a surplus of energy for the said community. 

46.14 10088 It is imperative that something is done ASAP regarding the volume & speed of traffic through Pembridge 
village as we have a primary school. I m surprised that there is not a 20mph limit already in force, which 
it should be. We have major problem with heavy lorries with large loads of tarmac, these in particular are 
the main culprits, as they speed through day & night, most travelling at over 50mph, and at the 
narrowest section, cannot pass other vehicles, therefore often have to reverse or screech to a halt, 
sometimes damaging footpaths , kerbs and road. We desperately need this to be addressed asap 
because extra housing/buildings in our parish is just going to make it worse..God only knows what 
damage this intense traffic is doing to our historic buildings which are supposed to be protected by law. 

46.15 7080 Loss of surgery will be hard to bear 

46.16 7074 Make footpath from Manley Lane to Manley Crescent passable year round by laying scalpings down so 
that it no longer becomes a quagmire. This would be a safer and shorter route to walk children to school 
as roadside pavements are very narrow and one needs to cross the road twice to make use of the 
widest pavements 

46.17 8048 Many homes cannot accommodate garage access  Priority on-road parking would help 

46.18 10006 Many of the problems of pavements and crossings of the road would be eased with a bypass ...but ..lots 
of problems with that too. 

46.19 10028 No Biomass. 

46.20 8099 No mass solar panels/wind farms or poly tunnels 

46.21 7045 No mention of flood resilience - it's important both locally and wider access routes 

46.22 7027 No more ad plants in this area. No more chicken houses 

46.23 10046 No more bio digesters, grow food not bio mass crops. 

46.24 8092 No to wind farms and a sea of solar panels   

46.25 8098 No wind farms/mass solar panels or poly tunnels 

46.26 7021 Our property is not on mains gas or sewerage 

46.27 8049 Parking permits for residents who have to use on road parking 

46.28 10071 Pavements & road is now an accident waiting to happen. It will be a tragedy. Too many chicken sheds 
etc. Using A44 plus named company lorries. Very urgent, I know young families that want to move out of 
village because of the road. 

46.29 8074 Providing it's not noisy or smells  

46.30 7013 Renewable energy comes in many forms. Some are good others are not. 

46.31 10039 Schemes for renewable energy are only possible if the general infrastructure is improved. 

46.32 1017 Signs at riverside - bridge car park are very negative and not at all welcoming - only prohibitive.  This 
needs changing. 

46.33 7025 Subject to thorough scrutiny 

46.34 8077 The broadband speed improvement should be a priority 

46.35 1021 The church building/bell tower is of great historic importance and therefore needs support. 

46.36 10059 The condition of the roads is very poor. 

46.37 1004 The main road - junctions are dangerous - cars too speedy - round the bend (New Inn) 

46.38 10075 The pavements are dangerous in many places with traffic passing within inches of pedestrians at speeds 
unsuitable for the conditions. There are some delightful footpaths around the village but they are poorly 
maintained and one senses hostility from some landowners. This issue need add warning for properly 
presented they could be a major tourist asset. 
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46.39 10087 The road is getting busier but the pavements are getting worse. they are dangerous and there will be an 
accident. We need to think about upgrading the pedestrian and cyclist and ensuring all passing vehicles 
appreciate they are in a well used residential area. The current situation is also off-putting to tourists. 

46.40 7079 We have a mobile post office, why not a mobile surgery? 

46.41 7078 We have too many digesters going in now. We will have a mono culture going on if we are not careful 

46.42 10025 With ref to Q 46 depends on the proposals, some schemes would be unacceptable. 

46.43 1029 Would you support a local community/parish scheme for the production of renewable energy? - depends 
on type 

46.44 8093 Would you support a local community/parish scheme for the production of renewable energy? - Depends 
what the scheme is  

46.45 7019 Would you support a local community/parish scheme for the production of renewable energy? - If not 
intrusive 

46.46 8020 Would you support a local community/parish scheme for the production of renewable energy? - Maybe - 
there are 3 private ones already 

46.47 8004 Would you support a local community/parish scheme for the production of renewable energy? - please! 

46.48 7024 Would you support a local community/parish scheme for the production of renewable energy? - subject 
to type > size 

 

 

48 Do you think tourists come to Pembridge Parish to enjoy Other (please specify): 
 

 Ref 
No. 

48a Other (please specify) 

48.1 10006 A friendly working community. 

48.2 7081 And gallery 

48.3 1021 And please don't forget the church!! 

48.4 1004 Do not let Pembridge to be altered too much! 

48.5 8022 Farms 

48.6 8010 Gardens/arboretums/culture/festivals 

48.7 10071 Local festivals (Hay, Ludlow etc ) lots of people come to see Border Oak houses, probably spend 
lots of money. 

48.8 7017 Needs a heritage & history centre, probably in the church, so that people who visit have 
something to do when they visit 

48.9 10064 No peace & quiet in the day due to all the HGV's using the village 

48.10 7064 Our  friendly, relaxed, cheery, neighbourly attitude to visitors 

48.11 8042 Our local friendliness and welcoming spirit. This is a wonderful village community which is caring 
to each other as well as visitors 

48.12 8010 Our proximity to other locations - Hay Brecon Beacons 

48.13 1002 Our tea rooms etc' - Not a reason for coming. 

48.14 7071 Our unique church and detached belfry! 

48.15 8051 Pembridge is a fantastic day out, if there aren't gypsies in the car park 

48.16 7014 The caravan site 

48.17 10059 The church & bell tower. This should have had a special listing above. 

48.18 8077 The excellent camp site and good quality meat and cider - locally produced 

48.19 7073 The fact it has not been ruined by over development 

48.20 10007 The fine art in the Chapel Gallery. 

48.21 8058 The peace and quiet - This should not be promoted as it is a working parish      

48.22 10088 We have a wonderful community spirit which welcomes everyone with open arms, including 
visitors. 

48.23 8092 What peace and quiet 

48.24 1018 What peace and quiet? 
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49 Do you think any of the following suggestions would help improve the appeal of 
Pembridge and the revenue spend of tourist whilst here? Other (please specify): 
 

 Ref 
No. 

49a Other (please specify) 

49.1 7025 (Re 'improved marketing of the village' option) : Pembridge & the county in general are seriously 
under marketed 

49.2 1023 I think tourism is increasing and will increase Too much packaging, displays ....etc. will destroy its 
charm.  People prefer to enjoy a rural idyll without too many labels. 

49.3 8077 Improved car parking (but do not charge for parking!) 

49.4 7079 Larger car park 

49.5 8050 Local marked cycle routes 

49.6 10019 Many tourists do not linger longer because of the dirt, noise, pollution & hazards from the HGV's & 
the chicken sheds. 

49.7 7028 More information on walking routes (to join with Kington's walking initiative) 

49.8 7080 More off-road parking 

49.9 10087 More shops, markets, events. 

49.10 1017 Need voluntary better parking behaviour in market square - patrons of new inn seem to be oblivious 
to parking etiquette 

49.11 10082 Pembridge is clean & friendly but litter is/ or should be regarded as essential. 

49.12 1004 Retaining the character- protecting age and history, appreciation 

49.13 7024 Rural walking routes cleared for access to ramblers etc 

49.14 10010 Seating and tables in the churchyard and more by the river. 

49.15 10009 Seating in churchyard and more by river. 

49.16 10081 Tourists are put off by the noise, pollution and potential danger from HGV's on the A44 and the non 
maintenance of street cleanliness which is exacerbated by the stone lorry debris & the agricultural 
vehicle residues. 

 

Please leave any general comments about tourism here: 
 

 Ref No. 49b Please leave any general comments about tourism here: 

49b.1 8042 1 I believe there is a local heritage display in the church, but if someone had problems climbing 
steps/slopes then maybe something along the main stretch of roads may be helpful or a small 
building with it in instead to protect it  2 Our main roads (A44) of West Street, East street but in 
particular High street is very narrow, so there is no room for designated cycle routes and our 
pavements in areas are extremely high, which adds to the character of the village. As for the 
footpaths through fields etc, I believe those do get checked but I am not sure, plus I do not know if 
this is what you refer to.  3 We get a lot of tourists all year and as far as I know there is a lot of B&Bs 
as well as holiday lets within the area 

49b.2 10006 A leaflet with an area map showing tea-rooms, good walks, galleries, village shops etc. for a 10 mile 
radius - a wider range of cards of local news & details. 

49b.3 8001 Additional facilities must be consistent with the village character 

49b.4 8100 Facilities and amenities linked to development of tourism must be sympathetic to the village to avoid 
destroying the very character which attracts tourists (most of whom enjoy the area because of its 
"unspoilt" character) 

49b.5 10088 I have overheard comments from tourists regarding our traffic problem of lorries & speed which 
elevates to noise. They say that it is such a beautiful & pretty village, very welcoming but the one 
thing is the traffic that puts them off. I believe there are several B & B's and holiday lets within our 
parish, as well as our village which is sufficient. Maybe we need an inside space on road level for 
tourists to visit regarding historical info., as not all can climb stairs and slopes to see what is in the 
church. 

49b.6 8099 I own two holiday cottages and all the guests complain of is poor signage and mobile phone signal 

49b.7 7024 If a by-pass were to be created, then more pedestrian street activities could be introduced 

49b.8 8003 Increased tourism inevitably means increased traffic. Have to live with it. 

49b.9 10087 Is there a way to highlight our special features more ( oak framed buildings, market hall, bell tower, 
river shop etc.)? 

49b.10 1004 It is good to see so many visitors - good for hostelries - shop 

49b.11 7013 Look into number of holiday lets. They could be responsible for perceived need for housing. 

49b.12 7014 More parking needed because the main park is often full. Divert people to the village hall car park. 
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49b.13 1002 More room to walk about safely. Area around shops, pubs and cafes dangerous. 

49b.14 10051 More tables and seating - Not by river  

49b.15 1017 More tourism based enterprise - Not if at the expense of residents needs.  More tables and seating 
on A44'.  Crossed out 'cycle routes'.  Could be a lot more welcoming. Car park and toilets are not 
very obvious to visitors, so on street parking is a problem, causing congestion. 

49b.16 7064 Museum displaying our village heritage history 

49b.17 10064 Need to prevent any more 'Travellers ' using the car park to pitch up & stay, very off-putting to 
tourists and locals alike. 

49b.18 1018 On-street parking a problem too many householders who have no garage or car accommodation. 
Pub traffic takes up on-street parking rather than use car-parks provided, as they require shortest 
walking distance between pub and car, and need to show off new 4 x 4 outside pub.  Provision for 
tourism does not enhance quality of life for inhabitants; merely provide opportunity for businesses 
many proprietors of which live outside village. 

49b.19 7055 Pembridge is a wonderful village and tourists are important to us. Marketing is key to everything 

49b.20 8098 Poor signage of roads 

49b.21 8077 Riverside locations could be improved - parking? toilets 

49b.22 10075 The constant threat of speeding heavy lorries is a serious issue - how long before someone is 
killed? I often see visitors walking into the village on the left hand side of the road when there isn't a 
footpath, with their back to the traffic - time is not on the council’s side as traffic levels are increasing 
all the time as is pollution. 

49b.23 8075 Tourism benefits only a small number of parishioners directly. It regularly detracts from parishioners 
enjoyment of local facilities 

49b.24 8038 Tourism can sometimes be a poisoned chalice - tourism that encourages people to make a base 
and explore the area is great but to come here for activities that are not linked to the specific nature 
of the village are, in my opinion, redundant. 

49b.25 8044 We need to speak to tourists to get some feedback. If the village was safer to walk through tourists 
may enjoy it more and stay for longer (i.e. spend more money). High end holiday rental would be an 
extremely popular choice 

49b.26 10071 We should look at other tourist villages like the Cotswolds and see what they do. 

49b.27 8074 Why are we so hung up on tourism? I think it benefits a very small proportion of Pembridge 
residents - probably about the same amount that it adversely affects! 

 

What is your connection to the Parish? Other (please specify): 
 

 Ref No. B1a Other (please specify) 

B1.1 7017 Also architect. It saddens me that we have so few imaginative schemes and developments in the 
area 

B1.2 8022 Farming family, milk, chicken, electric, heat, beef 

B1.3 8092 Non Pembridge resident 

B1.4 10006 Part time 

B1.5 7052 Run business from home 

B1.6 8097 Sometimes work here 

B1.7 7078 Used to work in village 

 

If you moved to the parish what attracted you? 
 

 Ref 
No. 

B7 If you moved to the parish what attracted you? 

B7.1 8049 A beautiful area in which to live, the amenities at the time of moving were good but now declining 

B7.2 7031 A house I liked in an excellent location 

B7.3 10006 A lovely house in a rooted working, friendly community with a school, shop, pub, in lovely N. 
Herefordshire. 

B7.4 10021 A rural community - nice sized village. 

B7.5 1023 A suitable house approx 40 years ago - I was already living in Kington 

B7.6 10078 A wife. 

B7.7 7046 Active village with good facilities 

B7.8 7012 Always lived here 

B7.9 8048 Appearance, Facilities (at the time), social 
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B7.10 1016 Beautiful and peaceful location, friendly locals 

B7.11 10031 Beautiful countryside, local facilities, tranquillity no motorways or heavy industry nearby., 

B7.12 10079 Beautiful surrounding countryside, quiet. 

B7.13 7049 Black & white rural village. Quiet & traditional 

B7.14 8036 Bus service - local village shop - village surgery 

B7.15 7065 Character, small, peace 

B7.16 7052 Close village community and rural environment 

B7.17 1024 Community spirit and quiet location for my children to grow up in. 

B7.18 1002 Countryside, lack of traffic(?), Price of houses then. 

B7.19 8071 Countryside/opportunity for land 

B7.20 7025 Desire to live in Herefordshire/Marches 

B7.21 8023 Environment 

B7.22 1011 Environment and quality of life 

B7.23 1012 Environment, quality of life, reasonable proximity to Leominster, peace and quiet 

B7.24 1004 Everything - I feel protective and protected here at the same time - love Court Farm meadows. 

B7.25 10067 Everything. 

B7.26 10058 Everything. 

B7.27 10077 Facilities i.e. shop, surgery, bus service, local family. 

B7.28 7074 Family 

B7.29 7077 Family, long standing links (work, school, housing type 

B7.30 7045 Family, rural living 

B7.31 10038 Family. 

B7.32 7034 Famous black & white village in a conservation area. Attractive homes 

B7.33 10088 Fell in love with the area, its natural beauty and its people, in particular the historic buildings of 
which I now own one. 

B7.34 10062 Fertile land, a working village, neighbourliness, beautiful countryside. 

B7.35 7064 Friendly warm inviting feel to the village 

B7.36 10026 Friendly, young attitude, houses, school. 

B7.37 1008 Friends, great pace of life 

B7.38 1029 General appearance, facilities etc. 

B7.39 8066 Generally attractive/countryside/peace and quiet 

B7.40 10022 Gorgeous countryside for walking & biking. 

B7.41 1028 Halfway between my daughters houses 

B7.42 10054 Historic beauty, great people. 

B7.43 7047 Historical style of property/rural nature of county 

B7.44 8087 House and garden 

B7.45 10004 House in peaceful location. 

B7.46 8018 House with some private land away from roads and it's quiet 

B7.47 10073 I married a farmer and the home came with the job! 

B7.48 8088 I was born and brought up here, so moved back 20 years ago having had enough of London 

B7.49 7071 I was born in the parish and returned to retire 

B7.50 1018 Initially the location of Pembridge relative to then employment and Pembridge was less self-
conscious 15 years ago. 

B7.51 8096 Isolation, dark skies, biodiversity, established community, welcome of newcomers/blow ins 'from 
off'; safe place to raise my family 

B7.52 10072 Its beauty , the relative peace, the wonderful people. 

B7.53 8014 Its character, history, peace and quiet 

B7.54 10059 Job. 

B7.55 8070 Land 

B7.56 10076 Landscape, tranquillity, friendly people. 

B7.57 8097 Landscape peace 

B7.58 8069 Large garden 

B7.59 1003 Liked the area 

B7.60 1017 Liked village as it was in 2000 

B7.61 7019 Lived here when young 

B7.62 7042 Lived in the parish 99% of my life 

B7.63 10002 Local environment, proximity to work. 

B7.64 7006 Local facilities 
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B7.65 8064 Location 

B7.66 10065 Location & the house we live in. 

B7.67 7054 Location to employer in Shobdon, size and facilities in village 

B7.68 1001 Location, countryside 

B7.69 8043 Lower housing costs in Herefordshire compared with south east 

B7.70 1008a Moved for work 

B7.71 10040 Moved in with partner. 

B7.72 10039 Moved in with son & daughter-in-law. 

B7.73 7021 Moved to the parish when I was married as husbands family home here 

B7.74 7053 My husband is from here and I lived all my life in Eardisland until getting married 

B7.75 8008 My husband was sent here 

B7.76 8045 My job 

B7.77 8099 My mother was brought up in the house we bought 

B7.78 8010 My wife 

B7.79 1013 New house - village with village shop and surgery 

B7.80 8041 Old English/British environment 

B7.81 7038 Open spaces of the countryside, beautiful buildings, facilities, school 

B7.82 8044 Opportunity to build our own home, the preschool and school, pubs etc and now the village shop 

B7.83 10016 Opportunity to live in a friendly peaceful village. 

B7.84 8075 Our individual property. The quiet nature of the village 

B7.85 1021 Parents had lived here for many years so moved into their home. 

B7.86 7068 Peace & quiet 

B7.87 10014 Peace & quiet. Nice surroundings and clean air. 

B7.88 8054 Peace and quiet 

B7.89 8032 Peace and quiet 

B7.90 1005 Peace and quiet! 

B7.91 8013 Peace and quiet, beautiful homes, beautiful countryside 

B7.92 8092 Peace and quiet, good neighbours 

B7.93 8012 Peace and quiet, wonderful bird and wild life 

B7.94 7050 Peace, quiet, friendliness, landscape, local food 

B7.95 7072 Peace, quiet, rural life in general, environment opps. for cycling (but see traffic issues below!) 

B7.96 10086 Peace, quiet, rural nature 

B7.97 7033 Peace; quiet; beautiful old buildings; rural landscape 

B7.98 7039 Peace; quiet; scenery 

B7.99 10045 Peaceful & undeveloped parish. 

B7.100 8094 Peaceful life 

B7.101 7022 Peaceful location, beautiful traditional b/w house 

B7.102 10087 Pembridge has everything - but the main reason was to build a house. No other villages had plots 
of land. 

B7.103 8007 Personal circumstances 

B7.104 7061 Pleasant village - shop & post office - restaurants - bus route - surgery 

B7.105 7079 Price of property, post office, surgery, miles from nearest motorway 

B7.106 7080 Prices and facilities 

B7.107 8063 Property - location 

B7.108 8065 Property price 

B7.109 8062 Proximity to school. Peace and quiet 

B7.110 7015 Pubs; Doctors; Bus service 

B7.111 7027 Purchase of farm 

B7.112 10033 Quaint pretty villages. 

B7.113 7029 Quiet and peaceful 

B7.114 7032 Quiet location, heritage, countryside 

B7.115 7043 Quiet rural location near to town/city 

B7.116 10036 Quiet rural location. Pleasant house & garden that would be much more unaffordable in Sussex. 

B7.117 8019 Quiet secure atmosphere 

B7.118 8080 Quiet village. Historic buildings. Traditional village atmosphere 

B7.119 8051 Quiet, friendly 

B7.120 10005 Quiet. 

B7.121 8040 Retirement. Old local farming family 
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B7.122 8079 Rural area 

B7.123 10020 Rural area, pretty village. 

B7.124 8003 Rural aspect and workshop 

B7.125 8061 Rural environment 

B7.126 8024 Rural environment 

B7.127 8084 Rural environment and adjacency to Hereford City 

B7.128 8095 Rural life 

B7.129 8053 Rural life in an exceptionally peaceful hamlet with congenial residents 

B7.130 10028 Rural lifestyle, peace & quiet. 

B7.131 8052 Rural location 

B7.132 8031 Rural location 

B7.133 8006 Rural location 

B7.134 10010 Rural location & large garden. 

B7.135 10009 Rural location,large garden. 

B7.136 8002 Rural location and accommodation 

B7.137 10053 Rural location. 

B7.138 8081 Rural location; quiet; historic buildings; village life 

B7.139 7013 Rural setting and way of life 

B7.140 7010 Rural setting and way of life 

B7.141 10032 Ruralness. 

B7.142 10071 School & river. 

B7.143 7076 School, facilities, friendly locals & family 

B7.144 8077 Sense of community, access to shop and doctors surgery and large garden plot 

B7.145 8035 Shop - bus stop - surgery - picturesque 

B7.146 10083 Shop, tea rooms, farm shop. 

B7.147 8082 Situation of house. Good village activities. Peaceful rural setting 

B7.148 8098 Space to bring the family 

B7.149 8038 The atmosphere in the village. The available accommodation 

B7.150 8042 The beautiful Grade 2 listed black and white buildings and how well kept the village is, but also 
how welcoming everyone was 

B7.151 10019 The chance to have a large garden and to live in and care for a 500 year old building within a 
village. 

B7.152 10081 The choice to live in an ancient Grade 11 listed house in a village of medieval timber framed 
houses 2nd only to Lavenham in the UK. 

B7.153 7028 The countryside/local facilities (shop, doctors etc) / the historic buildings & settings 

B7.154 8083 The house 

B7.155 7014 The house 

B7.156 1007 The house 

B7.157 7024 The house we purchased & its location/access to nearby towns 

B7.158 10025 The location/ environment & the house I live in. 

B7.159 8074 The particular house we live in, and the lack of local facilities 

B7.160 10018 The peace & quiet. Little traffic. Fresh air Very pleasant environment. 

B7.161 7066 The peace & quiet. The river. Facilities. Surrounding countryside. Close to larger towns 

B7.162 8057 The peace and quiet, the beauty of the landscape and the suitability of my property 

B7.163 10048 The peaceful surroundings the beautiful countryside. 

B7.164 7007 The property we purchased 

B7.165 8029 The quiet rural location without being completely isolated 

B7.166 8028 The rural location without being too isolated 

B7.167 10007 The style of house with large open garden, with fields on 2 sides close to the village with its 
amenities. 

B7.168 10052 The village facilities e.g. Surgery, shop, pub. 

B7.169 8030 The village in all aspects, the countryside and the people 

B7.170 1015 The village itself. Very picturesque and quiet. Primary school/shop/pub all to hand. 

B7.171 8037 The woman I married 

B7.172 10075 This doesn't make sense to me. 

B7.173 10070 To live near family. 

B7.174 10056 To run a business. 

B7.175 7048 Traditional village. Rural 

B7.176 7009 Tranquil, rural environment. Small community 
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B7.177 8001 Unspoilt character 

B7.178 8100 Unspoilt rural character and beauty of the area. Local family connections 

B7.179 10055 Unspoilt rural location. 

B7.180 10049 Unspoilt. 

B7.181 10064 Very pleasant village, safe, and good transport links to Hereford & Leominster, very pleasant 
environment. 

B7.182 7003 Village facilities 

B7.183 7037 Village life, close to countryside 

B7.184 1027 Walks riverside 

B7.185 7078 We moved back when we could afford to move back 

B7.186 8033 Work 

B7.187 7082 Work & the school 

 

What do you like most about living in Pembridge Parish? 
 

 Ref No. B8 What do you like most about living in Pembridge Parish? 

B8.1 8040 A feeling of "belonging" Kind, friendly people. Wonderful village shop 

B8.2 7020 A friendly community, good shop & pubs. Excellent school. A vibrant village! Good people 

B8.3 8049 A lovely historic village with very friendly people 

B8.4 10020 A nice sized friendly village. 

B8.5 1022 A unique historic experience! 

B8.6 10031 Beautiful countryside, local facilities, tranquillity no motorways or heavy industry nearby. plus quiet 
(not too many people ), interesting buildings, opportunities to get involved if want to. 

B8.7 8088 Beautiful countryside, lovely villages, pace of life, friendly people 

B8.8 10009 Beautiful countryside, quiet, unspoilt. 

B8.9 10046 Beautiful location, good facilities, friendly people, lots to do. 

B8.10 8032 Beautiful part of the country 

B8.11 7017 Beautiful scenery and good agricultural land 

B8.12 10034 Broxwood/ Peace & quiet / Beautiful countryside /unspoilt Herefordshire / friendly people / my 
house. 

B8.13 7065 Character, small, peace 

B8.14 7060 Close community 

B8.15 8002 Close to nature 

B8.16 8036 Closeness to countryside 

B8.17 7004 Community 

B8.18 7001 Community and surrounding countryside 

B8.19 7056 Community atmosphere, shop & pubs, 5 mins from open countryside, Pembridge 'beach' 

B8.20 8071 Community in hamlet 

B8.21 7005 Community spirit, existing shops, pubs & cafes with friendly staff, close proximity to countryside but 
close to small towns 

B8.22 7052 Country setting 

B8.23 8095 Countryside 

B8.24 8094 Countryside 

B8.25 8092 Countryside living and all that entails 

B8.26 7062 Cross section of people 

B8.27 8066 Don't know - only been in area a few months 

B8.28 1012 Environment, quality of life, reasonable proximity to Leominster, peace and quiet 

B8.29 10072 Everything except the heavy traffic. 

B8.30 10036 Everything. 

B8.31 1013 Excellent village shop 

B8.32 10062 Fertile land, a working village, neighbourliness, beautiful countryside. 

B8.33 8003 Flora, fauna 

B8.34 8023 Friendliness 

B8.35 7038 Friendliness & community spirit - people actually care about the village 

B8.36 8024 Friendliness, caring people and respect afforded to others, pride in our surroundings 

B8.37 8014 Friendly 

B8.38 8076 Friendly atmosphere 
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B8.39 8062 Friendly atmosphere 

B8.40 1008a Friendly atmosphere, surrounding landscape 

B8.41 8056 Friendly community 

B8.42 8025 Friendly community 

B8.43 10079 Friendly community, peaceful surroundings. 

B8.44 7033 Friendly community; rural village life; lovely village shop & pubs; peace & quiet; village walks; 
beautiful church 

B8.45 10006 Friendly neighbours, walking to the shops, green countryside ( not under the flight path ) and much 
more. 

B8.46 7046 Friendly people 

B8.47 7034 Friendly people all obviously proud of their village 

B8.48 10050 Friendly people, beautiful buildings, access to schooling, riverside area. 

B8.49 10016 Friendly people, peaceful environment. 

B8.50 8027 Friendly quiet community 

B8.51 1003 Friendly village 

B8.52 8033 Friendly village, (school when children were small) 

B8.53 1021 Friendly, caring, shop great. 

B8.54 1024 Friendly, helpful villagers 

B8.55 8044 Friendly, positive attitude, the school and shop. General ambience 

B8.56 10077 Friendly, quiet, good doctors. 

B8.57 1029 General friendly atmosphere 

B8.58 1002 General situation and the village itself. 8/10 overall 

B8.59 8031 Generally the area is a well kept secret 

B8.60 10078 Good for farming. 

B8.61 10021 Good local shop - very tidy village. 

B8.62 7015 Good sense of community, beautiful village 

B8.63 8082 Good village facilities. Beautiful environment 

B8.64 8037 Good, friendly population, pretty good facilities for a village, relatively unspoilt except for traffic 

B8.65 10056 Great community spirit. Good working village, lovely cross section of ages. Good connexions with 
outlying hamlets. 

B8.66 1016 Great place to raise children 

B8.67 7003 Has everything I need 

B8.68 10054 Historic beauty, great people. 

B8.69 7057 I am privileged to live in a beautiful parish. The friendliness of the community - on the whole. The 
commitment of groups of residents who strive to make our parish special & cared for 

B8.70 1023 I enjoy the size of its community and the rural environment. 

B8.71 10064 I feel very safe living here, good local shop & tearooms. Good neighbour schemes. 

B8.72 7055 I have lived here all my life and wouldn't want to move far away 

B8.73 1028 I like village life 

B8.74 1018 In the parish -fine. In the village - not much. Green hinterland is best. 

B8.75 7009 Involvement in local community. Space 

B8.76 10007 It is lovely countryside, we have nice neighbours, an excellent village shop, a good quality of life, 
not too much traffic. Pembridge is a special & vibrant village & has a lovely church. 

B8.77 7080 It is rural but not a backwater 

B8.78 8048 It's a beautiful place - and very sociable 

B8.79 7077 It's a great place for my children to grow up 

B8.80 8079 Its a small friendly community 

B8.81 8064 It's beauty 

B8.82 7053 It's friendly with good community spirit. It has good facilities and plenty of open space 

B8.83 7071 It's home! 

B8.84 8096 It's improving all the time - New Inn and Red Lion are now well established as opposites, Steppes 
has been magnificent, church and bell tower are a treasure and market place... It's charming 

B8.85 10024 Its rural location but within travelling distance of work, shops, leisure etc. 

B8.86 7027 Landscape 

B8.87 7007 Landscape 

B8.88 7022 Landscape, peace 

B8.89 8050 Local amenities 

B8.90 10002 Local environment, proximity to work. 

B8.91 7054 Local facilities, riverside walks & amenities, playground, good community 
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B8.92 10065 Location & the house we live in. 

B8.93 7019 Location, landscape, people 

B8.94 10022 Lovely countryside & friendly people. 

B8.95 7032 Lovely place. No Costa Coffee! 

B8.96 8074 My friends 

B8.97 10038 Neighbourliness. 

B8.98 10004 Not really affected by what happens in main village. 

B8.99 8041 Old English/British environment 

B8.100 10055 Open countryside. 

B8.101 7035 Our peaceful location 

B8.102 1004 Outlook, people, church, neighbours - I feel lucky to be able to live here 

B8.103 10070 Peace & quiet, beautiful countryside. 

B8.104 10039 Peace & quiet, landscape. 

B8.105 7024 Peace & quiet, neighbours, walking for leisure, accessibility to nearby towns 

B8.106 10076 Peace & quiet. 

B8.107 10041 Peace & quiet. 

B8.108 10037 Peace & quiet. 

B8.109 10053 Peace & quiet. Beautiful surroundings. 

B8.110 10014 Peace & quiet. Nice surroundings and clean air. 

B8.111 7043 Peace and quiet 

B8.112 8054 Peace and quiet 

B8.113 8045 Peace and quiet 

B8.114 8012 Peace and quiet, good facilities to shop for day to day things, respect for each other 

B8.115 8061 Peace and tranquillity 

B8.116 10052 Peace, beauty, friendliness. 

B8.117 7072 Peace, quiet, rural life in general, environment opps. for cycling (but see traffic issues below!) plus 
the Steppes has made a huge positive difference to the village 

B8.118 10086 Peace, quiet, rural nature 

B8.119 10049 Peace. 

B8.120 8069 Peaceful 

B8.121 7023 Peaceful 

B8.122 1008 People 

B8.123 8070 People in hamlet. Community 

B8.124 10083 People. 

B8.125 10027 People. 

B8.126 7061 Pleasant village - shop & post office - restaurants - bus route & friendly mixture of age groups 

B8.127 8051 Pubs, shops, people, peacefulness, tranquillity, countryside, river, fresh air 

B8.128 1017 Quiet - ish Law abiding (mostly) reasonable age mix. Respite from work environment nice garden 

B8.129 10010 Quiet & beauty. 

B8.130 8026 Quiet peaceful environment 

B8.131 10040 Quiet rural location. 

B8.132 8019 Quiet secure atmosphere 

B8.133 7028 Quiet, attractive, safe environment 

B8.134 8001 Quiet, relaxed, clean, safe: beautiful environment 

B8.135 10032 Relative peace & quiet. 

B8.136 8065 Relaxed atmosphere 

B8.137 8100 Relaxed, atmospheric character; open spaces. A safe, clean and well maintained neighbourhood 
(except road conditions - see below) 

B8.138 8087 Rural beauty . Nice neighbours 

B8.139 8043 Rural environment 

B8.140 1007 Rural environment 

B8.141 10008 Rural environment. 

B8.142 8006 Rural location 

B8.143 8007 Rural location 

B8.144 10047 Rural location. 

B8.145 7002 Rural nature of the area 

B8.146 7013 Rural setting and way of life + community spirit and peace and quiet and genteel quality 

B8.147 7010 Rural way of life and good community spirit 
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B8.148 7006 Safe environment 

B8.149 7076 School, facilities, friendly locals & family + beautiful countryside 

B8.150 7045 Sense of community, rural living, sense of heritage, artisans/arts &  crafts and self sufficiency. 
Quality of local produce and services 

B8.151 7074 Shop, pub, church and community. Also the farm land and walks around the village 

B8.152 10058 Shops/ pubs/ activities/ walks/river/ Show. 

B8.153 7079 Slower pace of living. Rural but not isolated. Friendly atmosphere 

B8.154 7021 Small close, community, good school and preschool, good shop and pubs 

B8.155 10048 The amenities and the peace & quiet. 

B8.156 10028 The area, the lack of urbanisation, the people, the sense of community. 

B8.157 7073 The beautiful countryside and The Red Lion 

B8.158 1015 The close knit community and friendliness of everyone. 

B8.159 8042 The closeness of the community how helpful everyone is and caring. The quiet with exception of the 
traffic noise 

B8.160 10088 The closeness of the community, its caring and helpful nature, being made so welcome when we 
moved here. 

B8.161 8047 The community and the beautiful buildings and countryside 

B8.162 8083 The community spirit 

B8.163 10026 The community, the shop. 

B8.164 10045 The countryside in its unspoilt state and the general sense of community. 

B8.165 10042 The countryside. 

B8.166 8038 The developing sense of community 

B8.167 8084 The environment and tranquillity 

B8.168 8080 The fact that it is unspoilt and still rural 

B8.169 10082 The friendliness of the residents and the peacefulness of life in the village. 

B8.170 10090 The friendliness of the village. 

B8.171 7014 The history and the caring community. Everyone looks after this village 

B8.172 10025 The location/ environment & the house I live in. 

B8.173 7044 The pace of life, and the friendly attitude 

B8.174 10018 The peace & quiet. Little traffic. Fresh air Very pleasant environment. 

B8.175 7066 The peace & quiet. The river. Facilities. Surrounding countryside. Close to larger towns 

B8.176 8057 The peace and quiet, the beauty of the landscape and the suitability of my property 

B8.177 7037 The people 

B8.178 10059 The people and the beauty of the surrounding area. 

B8.179 10075 The people and the facilities. 

B8.180 10071 The people, the river, the shops & pubs. 

B8.181 10087 The people, the shop, the school, the New Inn. 

B8.182 8010 The people, the village, the countryside, the peace, the views, the absence of crowds 

B8.183 8097 The pub (New Inn and sometimes Red Lion), The Steppes, Swimming in the river, cycling round 
about, Art gallery, Suzanne's veg. Neighbours 

B8.184 8029 The quiet rural location without being completely isolated 

B8.185 8099 The rural aspect 

B8.186 8028 The rural location without being too isolated 

B8.187 8075 The rural location; the recent community activity - PiP, PGNS. Friends 

B8.188 8052 The tidiness and floral displays in the village and the Christmas lights 

B8.189 10081 The un-crowded, undeveloped environment of the area. 

B8.190 10019 The undeveloped country environment. 

B8.191 8077 The variety of societies to join, two different pubs, good shop and cafe, proximity to countryside 

B8.192 8030 The village in all aspects, the countryside and the people 

B8.193 7063 The visual appearance of the village/houses 

B8.194 7025 Traffic apart, very relaxed environment 

B8.195 10067 Unspoilt village, the low population of the area. 

B8.196 7029 Varied architecture and friendly people 

B8.197 7064 Very friendly old 'English charm' 

B8.198 10033 Very friendly people. 

B8.199 8008 Village community and location 

B8.200 1027 Walks riverside 

B8.201 7078 We grew up here 

B8.202 7012 Wonderful countryside & community 
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What do you dislike most about living in Pembridge Parish? 
Note: Anonymised comments are shown in italics 

 Ref 
No. 

B9 What do you dislike most about living in Pembridge Parish? 

B9.1 8075 A44 

B9.2 1016 A44 traffic - mainly the large lorries. 

B9.3 7054 A44 traffic and it's speed of travel 

B9.4 8029 Amount of traffic through Pembridge particularly large vehicles 

B9.5 7064 B*****y traffic speed of construction vehicles. Recklessness of some drivers 

B9.6 7050 Bad quality roads, village traffic travelling too fast 

B9.7 8061 Broadband 

B9.8 8051 Broadband speed 

B9.9 8071 Broadband/school transport revision 

B9.10 10077 Bus service to Kington now stopped. 

B9.11 7010 Chaotic parking and volume of daytime traffic through village 

B9.12 7013 Dangerous parking and driving habits 

B9.13 7001 Disruption and damage caused by heavy traffic 

B9.14 10086 Distance from work. 

B9.15 7080 Excessive road noise from heavy vehicles 

B9.16 8097 Fighting neighbours, smelly chicken sheds, floods, big lorries thundering through 

B9.17 1014 Fragmented - lack of social cohesion - difficult to feel included. 

B9.18 8096 Gravel lorries... and assumption that its a 'farming community' rather than a 'rural community' 

B9.19 7074 Gypsies invading the public areas. Its outrageous 

B9.20 10045 Haphazard and the Market Hall. 

B9.21 8024 Heavy and continuous large vehicles traffic through ancient main street of Pembridge - listed 
properties endangered - bypass urgently needed 

B9.22 1005 Heavy goods traffic passing through at all hours of the day and night. 

B9.23 10025 Heavy goods traffic. 

B9.24 8037 Heavy goods vehicles and the number thereof 

B9.25 10076 Heavy goods vehicles on roads. 

B9.26 10065 Heavy goods, traffic, speed, pavements. 

B9.27 8083 Heavy lorries 

B9.28 1028 Heavy lorry traffic 

B9.29 8094 Heavy traffic 

B9.30 8077 Heavy traffic 

B9.31 1008a Heavy traffic (lorries) 

B9.32 8032 Heavy traffic (quarry) 

B9.33 7004 Heavy traffic in the village 

B9.34 8023 Heavy traffic through Pembridge 

B9.35 7038 Heavy traffic through the village 

B9.36 10072 Heavy traffic through the village. 

B9.37 10054 Heavy traffic. 

B9.38 10050 Heavy traffic. 

B9.39 10039 Herefordshire Council Planning, lack of good medical practise. No transport. 

B9.40 1008 HGV s 

B9.41 8084 HGV traffic through the village 

B9.42 10052 Huge lorries through village. 

B9.43 8099 I am land locked by a bully of a farmer whose harassment has nearly destroyed my business 

B9.44 7034 I don't dislike anything - even the heavy lorries with their distinctive liveries can be interesting 

B9.45 7009 Inconsiderate parking around the Square 

B9.46 8031 Lack of care shown by our county council re: road surfaces, ditches, verges and hedgerows 

B9.47 1002 Lack of dog walking and running opportunities. Dogs cannot always be on leads. 

B9.48 8080 Lack of good bus service and now no future surgery 

B9.49 10016 Lack of public transport & shops. 

B9.50 8095 Large and heavy traffic 

B9.51 8063 Large commercial lorries - chicken lorries 

B9.52 8041 Large industrial lorries passing through parish and proposal of expansion 
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B9.53 1023 Large lorries thundering through BUT I think a bypass would leave the village feeling dead. 

B9.54 10022 Light aircraft noise from Shobdon Airport. 

B9.55 10055 Light aircraft noise. 

B9.56 8012 Local drivers with no respect for others and no respect for the speed limit 

B9.57 7056 Lorries 

B9.58 10067 Lorries on the main road. 

B9.59 7032 Main A44 traffic/dirt/noise makes it less attractive 

B9.60 8008 Mobile phone reception and poor bus service 

B9.61 8002 Mud 

B9.62 1015 Narrow pavements in village. - kerb stones coming away.  People parking along road where they 
like! 

B9.63 7020 NIMBYs 

B9.64 10078 NIMBY's 

B9.65 10073 No surgery, no public transport. 

B9.66 7035 No surgery, reduced bus services 

B9.67 7046 Noise from airfield 

B9.68 10064 Noise of the lorries going through the village. No doctors surgery, recently closed. 

B9.69 10002 Noise, traffic on main road. 

B9.70 7079 Noisy heavy vehicles on bumpy A44 

B9.71 7002 Noisy lorries 

B9.72 8054 Noisy people 

B9.73 8049 Noisy traffic with occasional excessive speeding in a rural area 

B9.74 8057 None 

B9.75 8079 Nothing 

B9.76 7043 Nothing 

B9.77 8045 Nothing 

B9.78 7033 Nothing 

B9.79 8003 Nothing 

B9.80 10048 Nothing. 

B9.81 10041 Nothing. 

B9.82 10040 Nothing. 

B9.83 10037 Nothing. 

B9.84 10036 Nothing. 

B9.85 10034 Nothing. 

B9.86 10008 Nothing. 

B9.87 10046 Parking without thought. 

B9.88 10056 People who buy houses on the side of the main road & complain endlessly about the traffic. 

B9.89 1017 PIPS! - too 'tidy' not enough wildlife PIPS dominates the character of village with all the fussy 
flower boxes etc. Also too many 'posh' houses. 

B9.90 8056 Poor broadband 

B9.91 8043 Poor broadband performance 

B9.92 7048 Poor bus service, no post office, no future surgery 

B9.93 7049 Poor bus service. No post office & closure of surgery 

B9.94 8001 Poor maintenance of roads 

B9.95 8007 Poor mobile phone and broadband reception 

B9.96 1007 Poor roads 

B9.97 8062 Poor roads and broadband speeds 

B9.98 7045 Poor state of roads, poor mobile phone coverage, slow broadband 

B9.99 8088 Pot holes 

B9.100 8010 Pot holes/NIMBY's/ Herefordshire Council's planning dept and narrowness and budget of its plan 
especially for the area - the CIL for Pembridge is both unreasonable and damaging to further 
sensible development outside the village 

B9.101 7012 Reduction of facilities eg Dr. surgery  - bus service, post office etc 

B9.102 8070 Road condition/ Broadband coverage 

B9.103 7029 Road quality 

B9.104 10027 Road. 

B9.105 7024 Roads/condition of; speed of traffic on A44 at access to Weston/Marsden and on minor 
roads/lanes; limited amenities 

B9.106 8065 Rough roads 
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B9.107 1027 Rumble and SPEED of quarry lorries 

B9.108 10033 Shobdon airport & light aircraft noise. 

B9.109 10032 Shobdon Airport, aircraft noise. 

B9.110 8030 Slow broadband and distance to anywhere else which is both a strength and a weakness at the 
same time 

B9.111 1003 Speeding cars, particularly emergency vehicles. 

B9.112 8081 Surgery due to close. Poor bus service. No post office 

B9.113 7065 Tarmac lorry traffic destroying A44 road & pavements 

B9.114 10079 Terrible bus service. 

B9.115 7044 The A44 

B9.116 7015 The amount of heavy traffic 

B9.117 1024 The big quarry trucks and lorries coming through the village centre. 

B9.118 1020 The Christmas lights 

B9.119 10081 The completely uncontrolled traffic through the village and the apparent complete disinterest by 
Herefordshire Council and Pembridge Parish Council and its officers & members. 

B9.120 8100 The condition of roads (pot holes) i.e the negligence of the council in maintaining them, compared 
with roads in other areas e.g. Hereford 

B9.121 8074 The entrance chicanes and the plethora of ugly advertising signs 

B9.122 7077 The fact that I can't move from my small house - it's too expensive find something larger 

B9.123 10006 The heavy goods traffic & very narrow pavements. 

B9.124 8073 The heavy lorries 

B9.125 8014 The heavy lorries using Pembridge village centre 

B9.126 10028 The lack of a decent bus service. 

B9.127 7061 The main road traffic noise 

B9.128 1022 The main road! - heavy traffic 

B9.129 7053 The noise and danger of the traffic 

B9.130 10075 The pollution and the constant danger caused by the A44. Closure of the surgery. 

B9.131 1004 The recent and very real crisis in medical practice 

B9.132 10087 The road & pavements. 

B9.133 8044 The road and the pavements. Too much industrial agriculture which is changing the landscape and 
generating more HGV traffic. The road is now a huge dislike. 

B9.134 10026 The road, ageing population, smell of chicken sheds. 

B9.135 10071 The road, the lack of progress, the scruffy looking old buildings of people who don't look after their 
properties. Dogs that bark all day. 

B9.136 7071 The speed and frequency of heavy lorries using the A44 especially in the village 

B9.137 7055 The speed lorries come through the village and the amount of cars outside the shop it makes the 
junction dangerous 

B9.138 8052 The state of the roads and lack of maintenance of the ditches 

B9.139 10019 The stress & frustration caused because traffic is King along the A44. The people & buildings are 
not important so it is impossible to care for them properly. 

B9.140 8038 The Tarmac trucks 

B9.141 7005 The threat of the closure of the doctor's surgery. Disregard by large lorries of weight limit of bridge. 
Recent loss of bus services. 

B9.142 7081 The traffic 

B9.143 7066 The traffic - amount & speed 

B9.144 10088 The traffic as it's the only thing that is negative but it does so much environmental damage to this 
village. 

B9.145 10018 The traffic is getting worse year on year. It has already become extremely noisy. 

B9.146 7037 The traffic mainly HGVs speeding through the village 

B9.147 7028 The traffic on the main street in Pembridge 

B9.148 8042 There is only one thing that destroys this beautiful natural village and that is the noise of the never 
ending traffic and the speed of which it goes, dangerously fast! 

B9.149 10007 Though not a lot of traffic, there are some HUGE lorries that pass through. 

B9.150 1018 Too suburban in village, and remorseless economic pressure of agriculture around, but that's 
everywhere. Creeping suburbanisation, obsession with "property", investment etc. 

B9.151 7060 Traffic 

B9.152 10080 Traffic 

B9.153 8036 Traffic 

B9.154 8033 Traffic 

B9.155 1029 Traffic 
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B9.156 7014 Traffic 

B9.157 7006 Traffic 

B9.158 1011 Traffic 

B9.159 7072 Traffic - including tractors & heavily laden trailers which travel at dangerous speeds & often driven 
by young, inexperienced people 

B9.160 10021 Traffic - lack of pavements - especially when pushing a pushchair. 

B9.161 7003 Traffic - 'lorries' 

B9.162 7052 Traffic and broadband 

B9.163 8048 Traffic density and weight, also speed of traffic in Bridge Street 

B9.164 8082 Traffic in centre of village 

B9.165 1012 Traffic in Pembridge 

B9.166 8035 Traffic noise 

B9.167 8040 Traffic noise - mostly lorries. Sorry our surgery has closed 

B9.168 10010 Traffic on A44 

B9.169 10020 Traffic on main road. 

B9.170 10009 Traffic on main road. 

B9.171 8006 Traffic on rural roads (large agricultural and industrial) 

B9.172 7078 Traffic on the A44, but if you live next to a train track you don't moan about the trains 

B9.173 1013 Traffic on the main road 

B9.174 10014 Traffic speeding on rural roads. 

B9.175 1021 Traffic through the main street and size of tractors - w. trailers and heavy lorries. 

B9.176 7063 Traffic through the village and parking on pavements 

B9.177 10059 Traffic, especially the lorries. 

B9.178 7025 Traffic, limited amenities 

B9.179 7076 Traffic, lorries & poor pavements 

B9.180 7021 Truthfully, I most dislike it being so far from the coast. Very poor surgery. 

B9.181 8053 Unpleasant neighbours 

B9.182 8028 Volume of large lorries 

B9.183 10031 Volume of trucks/ lorries travelling through Pembridge. 

B9.184 10058 We live on main road,West St. and dislike speeding HGV's and heavy tractors & trailers. 

B9.185 7017 We seem to be stuck in the C16th 

 

Are you ? Other 
 

Ref No. B10a Other 

8074 Semi-retired 

 

How do you mainly travel (to work and leisure, retail, etc)? Other: 
 

 Ref No. B12a Other 

B12.1 10076 Also use home delivery services extensively. 

B12.2 8009 By air from Birmingham Int Airport through Schiphol no hub 

B12.3 10088 By taxi, then by plane, then hotel, then supplied transfer to ship. 

B12.4 7072 Car to Leominster - then train 

B12.5 7024 Cycle & walk for pleasure/leisure 

B12.6 1018 Foot - few paths, and dangerous on roads. Car - no alternative. Bus - service cut! 

B12.7 7041 Home worker 

B12.8 8028 Horse riding 

B12.9 8099 N/A (My business is on site) 

B12.10 1017 Respondent has written "no alternative" and underlined 'by bus'. 

B12.11 10044 Use home delivery for purchases. 

B12.12 7074 Van 

B12.13 7055 Van 

B12.14 8026 Van 
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B12.15 10055 Van. 

B12.16 1006 Work from home 

B12.17 8074 Work from home- occasional travel to clients by car 

B12.18 10067 Work from home. 

B12.19 8080 Would be impossible to travel to work by bus due to inadequate bus service 

B12.20 8038 Would like safer bike use in village and wider parish 

 

Would you like to join the Steering Committee responsible for the Pembridge Parish NDP? 
If so please contact the Parish Clerk or the Steering Group. 
 

 Ref 
No. 

B14 Would you like to join the Steering Committee responsible for the Pembridge Parish NDP? If 
so please contact the Parish Clerk or the Steering Group. 

B14.1  I was on the steering committee and apparently quietly dumped by the chairman earlier this year!! 

B14.2 8096 I would like to become involved/engaged in the local democracy. Unfortunately my work 
commitments often include 'duties' into the night 

B14.3 7017 May be! 

B14.4 7061 No 

B14.5 8092 No 

B14.6 8069 No 

B14.7 7050 No 

B14.8 7034 No 

B14.9 8003 No 

B14.10 8002 No 

B14.11 1023 No 

B14.12 1013 No 

B14.13 8099 No - unfortunately no time to spare 

B14.14 8089 No! 

B14.15 10072 No, but thanks. 

B14.16 10075 No. 

B14.17 10045 No. 

B14.18 10005 No. 

B14.19 10062 Not at the moment. 

B14.20 7052 Only if they required additional capacity 

B14.21 8057 Perhaps 

B14.22 1022 The rector or an active member of the parochial church council should be on it!! - because the 
church as a building is a very important part of the village. 

B14.23 1021 The rector should be on it and also a representative from the parochial church council. 

B14.24 7074 Yes 

B14.25 7064 Yes 

B14.26 10078 Yes 

B14.27 7045 Yes, happy to help this important document. Especially given lack of county wide policy 

B14.28 10028 Yes. 

 

Any additional comments, suggestions and contributions from those under 18 years 
 

 Ref 
No. 

C1 Any additional comments, suggestions and contributions from those under 18 years. 

C1.1 1024 A swimming pool  More tables by the river  Shops that are open more often and longer  Zip wire  
More swings  Skate park  Town hall (for youth club) 

C1.2 10087 Car park - vulnerable to misuse but is crucial because of other parking issues in village, tourism, 
shops etc. Can we extend parking policies for new housing? e.g. If there was a large 
development proposal the landowner should provide an additional small car park for village.  Old 
carpet warehouse - could the village buy this for car park and garden area? Not suitable for 
housing but would make a good space to park cars, improve visual impact etc. might join up with 
Shuckley Lane for an additional footpath away from road.  The footpath by Manley Lane could be 
improved to ensure it can be used in all weathers, Any chance to create new public footpaths 
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should be encouraged (and cycle paths). Any housing development should consider opportunity 
to create new footpaths (helps integration but also important for sustainability, reducing cars, 
highway safety.)  Improvement & enlarging play area very important - what about adding oak 
shelter to Millennium Meadow, (could be used for teenagers or during wet weather and also 
could save hiring a marquee every year for fireworks. Also could be used for tourists and to make 
better use of the MM) 

C1.3  Having once been a Leominster Town Councillor, my experience was based on its prototype plan 
where it received central govt funding to set up a steering group.  Pembridge is of course a 
different ball game with differing needs so I wish the group well.   (QC1 crossed through "from 
those under 18 years") 

C1.4 8087 I do not think this questionnaire is a good idea. I have filled it in because people have taken time 
and trouble to present it. But you are asking people for their views when they have very little 
knowledge or experience of the subjects. 

C1.5  My past experience as a Parish Councillor in Marden makes me "suspicious" of what initially are 
small scale, farm only developments and enterprise that quickly escalate to a major 
industrial/international scale concern i.e. S+A Davies   The impact locally can be negative and 
devastating hence my comment re "monitoring". Bigger the enterprise the more ignoring of local 
views and riding roughshod over smaller development.    (QC1 crossed through "from those 
under 18 years") 

C1.6 8042 N/A  * Except that we have grandchildren that range from tots to teenagers, so it would be good if 
there was somewhere where they could meet up with local children.  More importantly it would be 
good for the local children to have a place to go, indoors, to meet up with friends    Thank you 

C1.7 8044 Pembridge has a younger demographic mix than most Herefordshire villages. This is important to 
retain through housing mix and enterprise.  Pembridge is also full of lovely, friendly and caring 
people - unlike many communities Pembridge always seems to "pull together" and get things 
done. I'm sure we can achieve a great deal through the NDP too. 

C1.8 10071 People shouldn't worry about new houses as long as they all look nice. The new Border Oak 
houses are sympathetic & are not noticeable. I really like the Border Oak house in the village car 
park which is modern.  Would like to see more houses for families not just retirement homes as 
there are already a lot of old people?  Fully support shop which is amazing and the 2 pubs which 
are a part of Pembridge and also good for tourists. 

C1.9 8089 Returned to Old Steppes 

C1.10 8038 The map is INADEQUATE - its completely illegible so of no use for it is age group or any age 
group for that matter  - You should be consulting with this age group - comments by adults for 
them is no longer good practice and has not been for some time.  - You should also have 
representatives on the steering group from this age group on the committee - again this is best 
practice 

C1.11 10079 We want a skateboard/ scooter place. I like Pembridge how it is, I don't want Pembridge to be 
busy. Pembridge is clean & loved. I want to make an underground house! 

C1.12 7076 My children aged 4 & 2 love the playground & Millennium Meadow and strongly support its 
upkeep & maintenance to a high standard clear of weeds etc It is very noisy & frightening at times 
walking to school/pre-school with high volume of large traffic passing through the village in the 
morning. At several points we have to walk on the road where the pavement is too 
narrow/impassable/often blocked by cars. It would make a huge difference to be able to walk 
directly from Manley Lane to Manley Crescent along the footpath 

C1.13 10076 The form is very confusing in regard to whether all questions need responses  

C1.14 10018 (Over 65 )  It is my firm belief that businesses and housing do not mix, because- no matter how 
small - a lot of businesses (including craft workers) create noise - saws, lathes, fans etc. They 
also cause more traffic and nasty smells.  People essentially come to Pembridge to experience a 
life gone by - much quieter than at home & a slower pace of life too.  We have recently had two 
enormous chicken sheds put up nearby - with 22 fans!!. (The 2 old smaller sheds only had 4). 
Also the man next door has a business that includes having very noisy fans going in his 2 large 
barns. There are also lads doing up cars, which can be very noisy at times. The people on the 
other side seem to have turned their house into a laundry - more noise, more smell. Nightmare!!.  
I know younger people need work - but in all fairness please situate any new business as far 
away from housing as possible, preferably on an industrial estate. That way perhaps we can all 
enjoy a quality of life. 
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Additional comments for other questions 
 

Ref No. 1 Which of these statements best reflects your views: 

8020 Comment next to question "20 years may be too slow" 

10045 When reference is made to Pembridge I have considered this to be referring to Pembridge Parish. 
Totally misleading with respect to Pembridge Parish. 

  

Ref No. 4 Which of the following tenure types do you feel are needed or best suited to Pembridge Parish: 

8038 Comment next to question "Who decided on these options?" 

  

Ref No. 7 Are these ‘styles’ of housing/development suited to our parish: 

8042 Commented "definitely not!" next to "Contemporary design..."  commented "No way!!" next to "A 
mixture of contemporary..." 

  

Ref No. 8 Do you feel that new homes and new residents for Pembridge Parish can : 

8003 Comment "whilst not agreeing with development anywhere, should it happen the above should apply 
(all options ticked)" 

7012 Doctors surgery  - which one 

1017 Respondent has underlined 'doctor's surgery'  in question, and written "surgery is being closed!" Also 
written "what does this mean??" beside 'help maintain a vibrant, diverse and dynamic community'.  

  

  

Ref No. 9 If the opportunity was made available (within Pembridge Parish) would you consider building your 
own home (either by ‘self build’ or by commissioning builders)? 

8058 Circled "doctors surgery" and commented "not relevant now" 

7017 Why not! most of Herefordshire architecture of any note came before the 1948 planning acts!'  

1004 Respondent has written "too late" in this question. 

  

Ref No. 11 Do you support the concept of some Live:Work properties for Pembridge parish whereby 
residential space is combined with designated work space such as small workshops, studios, office 
space (to encourage home working). 

10007 Only if small & does not increase traffic. 

  

Ref No. 15 Do you think it is important for anyone (ie an individual, a landowner, stakeholder or developer) 
proposing to develop within Pembridge Parish to engage with the community at an early stage and 
continue to engage throughout the planning process? 

8038 Commented "essential!" 

7045 Depends on scale development 

  

Ref No. 16 Do you run a business based in Pembridge Parish? 

8034 Commented "Sort of overgrown hobby" 

8038 Not currently 

  

Ref No. 17 How many people do you employ (full time/part time) 

8009 0 

8003 Commented "none - self employed" 

10052 None 

  

Ref No. 19 Would you like to expand or diversify your business within Pembridge Parish 

7052 In time 

7045 In the future 

  

Ref No. 29 Do you think that future business development in the parish should protect and enhance the 
existing landscape and character of the parish and its communities? 

8003 Comment next to question "As above" - refers to "depends on size of industry - all relative" 

8002 Commented "as above" - the above is "Another "mother and apple pie" question" 

7045 But be realisitic about what protecting 

  

Ref No. 38 Do you feel that better/more leisure and recreational facilities, such as green spaces, play areas or 
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activities, are needed in Pembridge Parish? 

1018 Respondent has written under question "Footpaths that are in better repair." 

1022 Plenty here.  It is important for historical reasons to support the church building, bell tower and market 
hall as they are central to the character and uniqueness of Pembridge. 

1017 Footpaths 

  

Ref No. 40 Do you feel that traffic is a problem in the parish? 

8022 Good job keeping Kington lorries out of Bridge Street 

8010 Yes - Pembridge choke points in village, No - everywhere else 

10058 Speeding & too many lorries. 

8003 Poor sightlines and parking on village roads 

7052 At times 

7017 Yes, by-pass Pembridge before it shakes to pieces 

  

Ref No. 41 Would you support any of these suggestions to help improve the traffic issues within the Parish? 

8020 Investigating the concept of ‘shared space’ or ‘naked roads’ - what are they 

8089 Speed bumps and speed cameras  - totally unnecessary and commented under question "20 mph/for 
lorries!" 

8074 Crossed out "redesigning the" in "removing/redesigning the entry/exit chicanes in village" 

8051 Naked roads would look nice in the village speed bumps would cause more noise, imagine a tractor 
and trailer going over speed bumps empty at 6 in the morning. Although traffic volume may be seen 
as an issue if does bring visitors to pubs shops and cafes 

8012 Reducing the speed limit within the village centre to 20 mph - and in Hamlets 

8092 Bypass needed 

8003 Not a "fan" of costly cycle routes that are ignored 

8080 Naked roads - don't know what this is 

8002 Investigating the concept of 'shared space' or 'naked roads - what is this? 

8093 Bypass 

7024 Investigating the concept of 'shared space' or 'naked roads - don't understand 

7072 Vital!' written next to 'reducing speed limits in wider parish' option 

7048 What on earth does this mean!! against shared space option   

10076 Regarding the 5th option (Investigating the concept of 'shared space' or 'naked roads) - Don't know 
what this means 

7035 Extending the speed limit area in the village - maybe 

1028  Respondent has crossed out 'removing' in 3rd option (Removing/redesigning the entry/exit chicanes 
in village) and  written "no cycle path and pavement almost non existent in places". 

7017 All these projects are a waste of time. By pass the place! 

1017 Removing/redesigning the entry/exit chicanes in village - respondent has crossed out 'removing' and 
circled 'redesigning'.  Also circled  'pedestrian/cycling routes' and written "none known" and written "?" 
after this question and "?" after 'reducing speed limits etc.' 

1005 Respondent has crossed out "removing" in 'Removing/redesigning the entry/exit etc' row 

  

Ref No. 43 Would you support a bypass to divert heavy traffic away from Pembridge village? 

8012 Depends where 

8022 Except we need access to the farm through the village 

8080 Not the best use of money in this economic climate. Traffic reducing measures better option 

7052 Tentative ..... less traffic could reduce passing trade opportunities 

7049 Not cost effective. Other measures should be considered as other page 

7048 Too expensive & unnecessary if other measures implemented 

  

Ref No. 44 Do you feel the highway and private signage could be improved within the parish? 

1017 Mostly needs reducing - especially 'A' roads etc outside shop and pub. 

8007 Some signs are obscured by untrimmed hedges 

10058 Foreign HGV's looking for Kingspan! 

8092 Less of it 

  

Ref No. 47 Do you believe tourism is important to Pembridge Parish? 

8092 Commented "in moderation" 
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Ref No. B11 - How far do you travel to work? 

10078 0 miles 

7045 Combine home based working with working in London a few days a month 

8058 Two jobs 1-5 and 11-20 miles 

10073 Live on the job 

10069 0 miles  

10067 0 

10062 Under 1 mile 

7035 Live on job 

10052 None 

10040 Less than 1 mile 

10037 Less than 1 mile 

8009 I'm home based but travel internationally including USA, Australia, Israel, China, Malaysia and 
mainland Europe 

7012 0 

1008 0 

10013 Once a week 21 miles+ 

  

Ref No. B13 - Have you read the Council’s Draft Core Strategy and Community Infrastructure Levy 
documents? 

7017 If you want to kill the place off this document certainly does it! 

8003 In the past 

8002 But some 2/3 years ago 

 


